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Winchester Market - a Diesel layout
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‘NEW UPDATED WEB SITE NOW LIVE’
NEW - NER ‘R’ Class / LNER D20 Class 4-4-0

DJH Group Ltd:  Project House,  Villa Real,  Consett ,  Co. Durham.  DH8 6BP. 
Tel: 01207 500050       Web: www.djhmodelloco.co.uk       Email: sales@djhmodelloco.co.uk

“VISIT www.djhmodelloco.co.uk TO BUY KITS & RTR SECURELY ON-LINE AND FOR DETAILS OF SPECIAL OFFERS”

RTR Models come with a
full 12 month factory warranty and insured
delivery anywhere in the UK mainland Export extra at cost.

BR Class 6 ‘Clan’
4-6-2 (K308)

Available Now! - NER ‘R’ Class/LNER D20 Class 4-4-0 

READY TO RUN MODELS professionally built ‘in-house’ to the highest standards - see website for full list.

Tel Sales Office
Mon-Thur 09:00-17:00 Hrs

Friday 09:00-14:30 Hrs

DJH Kit - 7MM/O Scale
K349: NER ‘R’ /NE/LNER/BR
D20 4-4-0 - £595.00 inc vat. 

DJH ‘No.1 shop’ factory built RTR’s - 7MM/O Scale
K349A: NER ‘R’ Class 4-4-0 NER Green Lined - £3350.00 inc vat.
K349B: LNER D20 Class 4-4-0 LNER Green Lined  - £3350.00 inc vat.
K349C: LNER D20 Class 4-4-0 Black lined Red - £3350.00 inc vat.
K349D: LNER/BR D20 Class 4-4-0 Unlined black - £3110.00 inc vat.

The kit will cover both the original NER ‘R’ Class and the later LNER/BR D20 with most
major variants including optional buffer beams x2/ buffers x3/ smokeboxes x3/ smokebox
door x2/ safety valves x3/ domes x2/ chimneys x2/ mainframes x3/ whistles x6/ cab roofs
x2, allowing most major class variants throughout its working life to be modelled.  
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TOWER BRASS LOCOMOTIVES
R.T.R in unpainted brass/factory painted

GWR/BR Railcar 19-33 .......................£550.00
GWR/BR Parcels Railcar No.34 ...........£550.00
GWR 1361 Early black chassis ...........£525.00
GWR/BR 1361 Late black chassis ...........£525.00
LY/LMS/BR Pug black.........................£450.00
LNER/BR J39 0-6-0 black ..................£815.00
GWR/BR 8750 Pannier black chassis . £525.00 

FULLY FINISHED R-T-R LOCOS
L&Y/LMS/BR Pug 0-4-0T ...........from £525.00
GWR/BR 1361 0-6-0ST ..............from £695.00
GWR/BR 8750 Pannier tank .......from £695.00
GWR/BR Razor Edge railcar ................£835.00
GWR/BR Parcels railcar ......................£810.00
LNER/BR J39 0-6-0 ...........................£950.00
LMS/BR Original Patriot....................£1650.00

Over 100 R-T-R locos available off the shelf
GLADIATOR LOCO KITS

GL1 BR D10/11 4-4-0  ...............................£390.00
GL14 LNER / BR Q4 TINY 0-8-0  ................£360.00
GL16 LNER / BR Q1/1 0-8-0 TANK  ...........£400.00
GL20 LMS/BR PRINCESS  ..........................£525.00
GL21 LMS/BR ROYAL SCOT  ......................£460.00
GL23 LMS/BR BRITISH LEGION  ................£460.00
GL24 LMS/BR ORIGINAL PATRIOT  ............£460.00
GL28 LMS/BR 2P 4-4-0  ............................£370.00
GL36 LBSC/SR/BR H2 ATLANTIC  ..............£470.00
GL44 LNWR/LMS /BR COAL TANK 0-6-2  .£315.00
GL50 LNER/BR 2-8-8-2 GARRATT  ............£725.00
GL57 LNER / BR L1 2-6-4  .........................£360.00
GL58 LNER / BR B1 4-6-0  ........................£440.00
GL59 LNER / BR K1 2-6-0  ........................£425.00
GTR62 SR/BR Urie King Arthur ........... .......£525.00
GL70 SR / BR SCHOOLS 4-4-0  .................£475.00
FT9 NER/LNER/BR G6/BTP 0-4-4T ............£250.00

MERCIAN LOCO KITS
SG5 LNER/BR J94 Austerity 0-6-0ST ..£180.00
GW2 GWR/BR 14xx Autotank ....................£175.00
TOWER COLLECTION (D.J.H) BEGINNERS KITS

Includes wheels, gears and motor 

TC1 Class 02 0-4-0 Diesel Shunter ........ £250.00
TC3 Andrew Barclay 0-4-0 Steam Shunter £250.00

TOWER COLLECTION LOCO KITS

Require wheels, gears and motor
TC2 LMS streamlined Coronation ............£595.00
TC4 LMS/BR non streamlined Duchess ...£595.00
TC5 LMS/BR de-streamlined Duchess ....£595.00
TC6 LMS/BR Sir William Stainer ..............£595.00
TC7 LMS/BR Black Five 4-6-0 .................£595.00
TC14 LMS/BR Stainer 8F 2-8-0 ...............£595.00

D.J.H LOCO KITS
K300 B.R Standard 84xx 2-6-2T .........£438.90 
K301 B.R Standard 2MT 2-6-0 .......... £502.70
K302 LMS/B.R Ivatt 2-6-2T ................ £438.90
K303 LMS/BR Fairburn 2-6-4 T  ......... £456.50
K310A LNER/BR A3 with Corridor tender ..£721.60
K317B BR Britannia with BR1/1A tender ..£721.60
K320 LMS / BR 2P/ 2F/ 2MT 2-6-0 ........ £502.70
K324B B.R 9F 2-10-0 BR1B/BR1C ......£721.60
K336 LNER/B.R Peppercorn A2 .......... £721.60
K338 LNER/B.R G5 0-4-0T ................. £502.70
K340 B.R Class 14 complete kit ......... £502.70
K344 NEW LNER/BR Hunt Class 4-4-0..£577.50
K345 NEW LNER/BR Thompson A2/1 ..£721.60
K346 NER / LNER D1 Class H1 4-4-4T ...£495.00

PECO LINESIDE KITS
LK704 Wooden lineside hut kit .............£24.95
LK705 Brick lineside hut ......................£24.95
LK709 Ground Level Signal Box ...........£35.95
LK710 Signal Box Interior Kit................£26.50
LK715 Brick Base Signal Box ...............£49.50
LK735 GWR Yard Crane ........................£26.95
LK741 GWR spear fencing ...................£13.80
LK742 GWR spear fencing ramps .........£13.80
LK743 Field fencing and gates..............£12.50
LK747 Telegraph Poles (6)....................£11.90
LK748 Ladders (4)..................................£9.50
LK749 Loading Gauges (2)....................£15.60
LK750 Single track level crossing ates. £25.40
LK758 Platelayers tools .........................£8.00
LK759 Platform lamps (4 .....................£11.00
LK760 Telephone boxes(2 ....................£11.00
LK761 GWR Station seats (4)  ..............£10.50
LK762 MR/NER station seats 4 ............£10.50
LK763 SR/BR Station seats ..................£10.50
LK764 Bicycles (8 ................................£10.50
LK765 Police Call Box...........................£12.50
LK790 GWR home or distant signal ......£23.40

SLATERS BR WAGONS AND VANS KITS
7062 B.R 12ton Vanwide.......................£41.50
7063 B.R Standard Van.........................£41.50
7064 B.R 12ton Standard/Flat Van........£41.50
7065 B.R Meat Van...............................£41.50
7066 B.R. Insulated Van........................£41.50
7067 B.R 13 ton conflat ‘A’...................£37.50
7069 B.R Lowfit Wagon........................£37.50
7070 B.R 12 ton Palvan........................£41.50
7071 B.R 13 ton High Goods Wagon.....£37.50
7033 LNER/BR 20T Brake Van..............£53.00
7053 LNER/BR 20T Brake Van..............£53.00
7CO20 SECR/SR/BR 4 wheel PLV/GUV...£86.10
7CO21P SR/BR Bogie Van...................£135.90
7CO22 SR/BR 4 wheel BY.....................£86.10

PECO WAGON KITS
W601 GWR Toad brake can ..................£47.50
W602 GWR Permanent Way brake .......£47.50
W603 GWR 6 wheel brake ...................£49.50
W604 GWR 4 plank open .....................£37.50
W605 GWR Steel Open ........................£37.50
W606 GWR 10 ton Van .........................£48.75
W607 BR 16 ton Mineral wagon ...........£49.50
W608 BR 27 ton Iron Ore wagon ..........£48.75
W609 BR 20 ton Pig Iron wagon ..........£48.75

PECO ‘0’ GAUGE TRACKWORK
SLE786BH Curved R/H Point ................£68.50
SLE787BH Curved L/H Point.................£68.50
SL700BH 12 yards flexitrack ..............£100.75
SLE791BH Right Hand Point .................£54.75
SLE792BH Left Hand Point ...................£54.75
SLE797BH Y Point ................................£54.75
SLE790BH Double Slip .......................£115.25
SLE794BH Long Crossing ....................£62.00
SL10 24 metal railjoiners .......................£3.60
SL11 12 insulated railjoiners ..................£3.50
SL740BH Buffer stop .............................£3.50
TP1 Long Track pins (15mm ..................£3.25
ST700 Box (6) 393mm straight ............£56.25
ST725 Half circle 1028mm radius curves. .£60.50
STU750BH R/H Setrack Point ...............£53.25
STU751BH L/H Setrack Point ...............£53.25
PL33 Microswitch ..................................£7.00
PL19 Microswitch Housing (2 .................£5.75
PL80 Power Feed ...................................£8.80

PARKSIDE WAGON KITS
PS14 BR Grampus Ballast wagon..........£38.25
PS15 BR 21 Ton Mineral wagon............£38.25
PS16 LNER Loco Coal wagon................ £38.25
PS17 BR 12 ton Pipe wagon................. £38.25
PS23 GWR/BR 13 ton open wagon........ £38.25
PS24 GWR/BR 12 ton unfitted van........ £38.25
PS25 BR 24.5 ton mineral wagon......... £38.25
PS26 GWR/BR 12 ton fitted van............ £38.25
PS27 GWR/BR 12 ton open with tarp bar ....£38.25
PS28 GWR/BR 12 ton plywood van .....  £38.25
PS29 GWR/BR Fruit van ......................  £38.25
PS30 BR 16 ton mineral wagon ..........  £38.25
PS31 BR 16 ton slope sided mineral ...  £38.25
PS32 BR 16 ton mineral (ex SNCF .......  £38.25
PS33 BR 8 Plank wooden mineral .......  £38.25
PS42 LMS/BR 12 ton open wagon ......  £38.25
PS45 LNER/BR 12 ton goods van ........  £38.25
PS46 LNER/BR 12 ton fruit van ...........  £38.25
PS49 GWR/BR Mica van ......................  £38.25
PS100 SR/BR Banana van ...................  £38.25
PS101 SR/BR Meat van.......................  £38.25
PS104 BR 21 ton coal hopper .............  £38.25
PS107 SR/BR Cattle truck ...................  £38.25
PS112 GWR/BR Gunpowder van .........  £38.25
PS114 LMS/BR Banana van ................  £38.25
PS115 LNER/BR Brake Van .................  £45.00

BACHMANN SCENECRAFT BUILDINGS
47040 Diesel Refuelling Point ..............£42.45
47128 Fuelling Point Pump House .......£33.95
47129 Fuel Storage Tank .....................£84.95
47203 Low Relief Corner Shop ............£19.95
47-541 Walls & Gates ....................... £25.45 
47-558 Corrugated Shed ...................£16.95
47-572 Midland Water Crane ............ £25.45
47-002 Washing Plant ...................... £84.95
47-0054 Mess Room ........................ £59.50
47-055 Site Office ........................ £55.25
47039 Office Block ........................£77.20

DISCOUNT ‘O’ GAUGE

POSTAGE CHARGES
Orders up to £35.00 plus £2.50 p&p.

Orders £35.01 to £150.00 plus £6.00 p&p.
ORDERS OVER £150.00 POST FREE

Overseas orders postage charged at cost.

TOWER MODELS, 44 Cookson St., Blackpool FY1 3ED
Email: sales@tower-models.com
TEL: 01253 623797 or 623799

TELEPHONE CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME. WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER
Visit our well stocked shop, 200 yards from Talbot Rd. Bus Station (Blackpool North 

Railway Station 400 yards). Open Mon to Sat 9.30 to 5.00

Visit our website: www.tower-models.com

NEW HELJAN CLASS 47
2 Versions, 1960/70s & 1980/90s

Eleven liveries planned
RRP £729.00 OUR PRICE £594.15 

LAST FEW AVAILABLE

HELJAN AC RAILBUS CLEARANCE
Dark green with yellow panel

List Price £495.00

SPECIAL OFFER £299.95

All prices include VAT @ 20%. 
We reserve the right to alter prices without notice.

NEW HELJAN CLASS 17 
Four liveries Available

RRP £569.00 OUR PRICE £466.65

NOW AVAILABLE

DAPOL CLASS 121 & 122
Choice of 5 liveries 

List Price £309.47 OUR PRICE £263.05

DCC Sound List Price £516.47 OUR PRICE £439.00

LAST FEW

HELJAN DIESEL DEPOT
Two Road Shed RRP £99.00 OUR PRICE £84.15

Extension Pack RRP £49.00 OUR PRICE £41.65

Spare Ends (3) RRP £29.00 OUR PRICE £24.65

See website for details and sizes

NEW HELJAN CLASS 50
Selling fast, 3 liveries available

RRP £729.00 OUR PRICE £594.15

NOW AVAILABLEÍ

HELJAN CLASS 42 WARSHIP
8 Liveries Available

RRP £699.00 our price £550.00

NEW DAPOL VANWIDE/VEA’S
RRP £58.59 OUR PRICE £49.80

TOWER MODELS LIMITED EDITION

SETS OF SIX £295.00

DAPOL TTA TANKERS
2 body types, 11 liveries

RRP £85.00 OUR PRICE £72.25

4 Tower Limited Edition Sets (3)
RRP £255.00 OUR PRICE £216.75

DUE LATE 2022

NEW HELJAN CLASS 26 & 27

VARIOUS LIVERIES
RRP £649.00 OUR PRICE £551.65

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 2022

NEW HELJAN 61XX PRAIRIE TANK
HJ6103 6111 B.R. unlined green

HJ6120 un-numbered Great Western
HJ6121 un-numbered B.R. unlined black
HJ6122 un-numbered B.R. unlined green
HJ6123 un-numbered B.R. lined green

NOW AVAILABLE

See our website for full details

DAPOL HAA COALWAGONS
VARIOUS LIVERIES AVAILABLE

RRP £59.95 OUR PRICE £50.95

TOWER MODELS EXCLUSIVE

COAL SECTOR YELLOW FRAME

RRP £59.95 OUR PRICE £50.95

AVAILABLE LATE 2022

HELJAN CCT’S & PMV’S
CCT IN VARIOUS LIVERIES

RRP £199.00 OUR PRICE £169.15

AVAILABLE SOON
PLV / PMV VARIOUS LIVERIES
RRP £249.00 OUR PRICE £211.65

AVAILABLE LATE 2023

LIONHEART SUBURBAN COACHES
Fully finished superb quality with interior 

details and lights.
2 car ‘B’ set G.W.R or B.R 6 types 
RRP £470.50 OUR PRICE £399.99

4 car D set G.W.R or B.R 4 types
RRP £823.50 OUR PRICE £699.99

NEW DAPOL SENTINEL Y1/Y3
LNER, LMS, GWR, B.R or N.C.B

Basic RRP £181.13 OUR PRICE £153.96

DCC fitted RRP £212.18 OUR PRICE £180.35 

Sound fitted RRP 362.25 OUR PRICE £307.97

NOW AVAILABLE

NEW DAPOL 57XX/8750 PANNIERS
57xx in BR Livery

8750 in GWR & BR Liveries 
with riveted tank option

Basic Version RRP £243.23 OUR PRICE £206.75

DCC Fitted RRP£274.28 OUR PRICE £233.14

NOW AVAILABLE

NEW DAPOL 10 FOOT W.B WAGONS
B.R Open Wagons (various)

RRP £46.95 OUR PRICE £39.95

B.R VEA, VBA, MEAT, INSULATED AND 

STANDARD VANS (12 TYPES)

RRP £51.50 OUR PRICE £43.75

DAPOL HBA & HEA COALWAGONS 

8 LIVERIES AVAILABLE
RRP £55.00 OUR PRICE £46.75

TOWER MODELS SET OF SIX RAIL 

FREIGHT RED GRAY

RRP £330.00 OUR PRICE £275.00

NOW AVAILABLE

NEW HELJAN CLASS 117
2 Car and 3 Car D.M.U

Available in a range of liveries from 
Cats Whiskers to N.S.E

Available Late 2022
Reserve yours now

NEW DAPOL 20 TON 

BRAKE VANS
7 liveries available

RRP £84.00 OUR PRICE £71.40

NOW AVAILABLE

NEW DAPOL AUSTERITY J94
TEN LIVERIES BEING PRODUCED

BASIC RRP £250.00 OUR PRICE £212.50

DCC FITTED RRP £285.00 

OUR PRICE £242.25

SOUND FITTED RRP £380.00 OUR PRICE £323.00

AVAILABLE SPRING 2023
ADVANCE ORDERS WELCOME

HELJAN CLASS 52 WESTERN

6 LIVERIES AVAILABLE
RRP £659.00 OUR PRICE £560.15

AVAILABLE 2023

DAPOL ANCHOR MOUNTED TANKERS
DAPOL 14 TON ANCHOR MOUNTED TANKERS

5 LIVERIES OF CLASS A
5 LIVERIES OF CLASS B

RRP £55.00 OUR PRICE £46.75

NOW AVAILABLE

TOWER MODELS 
LIMITED EDITION ICI WAGONS

1950’s: 
Red Salt Van (9 types) £42.50 each

1960’s:
Blue Salt Vans (4 types) £42.50
5 plank Lime (5 types) £40.00

5 plank Alkalid (5 types) £40.00
16 ton minerals

SODA ASH Livery(3 numbers) £41.50
NOW AVAILABLE

OUR WEBSITE CONTAINS 4,000 

IMAGES AND IS UPDATED 

SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK

NEW DAPOL CONFLATS

6 VERSIONS WITH LOAD £57.14

4 VERSIONS WITHOUT LOAD £39.54

4 DIFFERENT TOWER MODELS
LTD EDITION SETS OF 3 BR £170.00

NOW AVAILABLE

DAPOL (EX LIONHEART) PANNIERS
64XX and 74XX G.W.R or B.R

List Price £399.00 OUR PRICE £340.00
Sound Fitted RRP £550.00 OUR PRICE £467.50

TOWER MODELS LIMITED 

EDITION DAPOL WAGON SETS
Set of 6 Esso or Shell BP Tankers

RRP £324.48 OUR PRICE £275.00

Set Of Six Planked & Plywood Vans
RRP £299.70 OUR PRICE £255.00

NOW AVAILABLE

NEW HELJAN CLASS 31
Limited Re-run 4 liveries remaining
RRP £579.00 OUR PRICE £466.65

LAST FEW

HELJAN CLASS 35 HYMEK
Limited Re-run Four liveries planned
RRP £529.00 OUR PRICE £420.75 

NOW AVAILABLE

HELJAN CLASS 55
10 Liveries Available

RRP £729.00 OUR PRICE £594.15 

AVAILABLE 2023

NEW DAPOL MOTORISED SIGNALS
GWR Home Signals £49.30
LMS Home Signals £49.30

GWR Single Bracket Signals £80.75
GWR 2 arm Bracket Signals £89.25

SR Semaphone Signals £51.00

NEW HELJAN CLASS 33
Early and Late Versions

RRP £579.00 OUR PRICE £466.65

9 Liveries IN STOCK

HELJAN CLASS 31/1 & 31/4
Various liveries

RRP £579.00 OUR PRICE £466.65 

NOW AVAILABLE

HELJAN CLASS 56
Total of 8 liveries

RRP £699.00 OUR PRICE £594.15 

NOW AVAILABLE

HELJAN CLASS 40
CENTRE HEADCODE 5 liveries

RRP £579.00 OUR PRICE £466.65 

NOW AVAILABLE

NEW DAPOL B.R MARK 1 COACHES
Available as CK, SO, SK and BSK in 
crimson & cream, S.R green, blue & 

grey, chocolate & cream and maroon, 
numbered or un-numbered

Basic RRP £205.97 OUR PRICE £175.07

DCC fitted RRP £242.19 OUR PRICE£205.86
NOW AVAILABLE

DAPOL (EX LIONHEART) 45XX PRAIRIE
Superb quality fully finished with diecast 
body and excellent detail. Choice of six 
liveries, numbered and un-numbered.
RRP £512.33 OUR PRICE £435.48

Sound fitted RRP £672.75 OUR PRICE £572.74

Available Autumn 2022 Reserve yours now

DAPOL BOGIE BOLSTER E
6 LIVERIES AVAILABLE

RRP £72.40 OUR PRICE £61.54

NOW AVAILABLE

NEW HELJAN Mk2 / 2a COACHES
T.S.O. / F.K. / B.S.O. / B.F.K.

RRP £299.00 OUR PRICE £254.25

DUE FOR RELEASE SPRING 2023

ADVANCE ORDERS WELCOME

HELJAN CATFISH & DOGFISH

Catfish 9 Liveries
Dogfish 10 Liveries

RRP £124.00 OUR PRICE £104.50

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 2022

NEW DAPOL GWR / LMS / BR VANS
3 LIVERIES LMS STD 12T VAN
5 LIVERIES GWR STD 12T VAN

2 LIVERIES GWR FRUIT A
RRP £51.40 OUR PRICE £43.69

AVAILABLE WINTER 2022

TOWER MODELS  O GAUGE PLATFORMS

Bachman Scenecraft platforms and 
ramps exclusive to Tower Models 

2 Ramps & 2 straights (98cms) £89.95

3 straight (88cms) £69.95
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A VERY VARIED READ for you this time. Inside you will find layouts, kit
builds, lathe work and electronics, as well as our ‘How To’ articles and
some exciting announcements in Trade News.

For those of you who like up-to-the minute modern image, the
steam train is back! Bremervörde, Lower Saxony, is replacing the
Diesel trains on one of its lines with new hydrogen-fuelled units. All
they emit is steam and condensed water. This is a perfect challenge
for modern-image modellers. There is nothing more up to date, the
traction motors are electric and a small smoke unit will complete the
job. Followers of the Guild Forum may have noticed experiments with
ultrasonic water nebulisers, so you can even build a model which
emits small amounts of water ‘steam’. Over to you!

All the features in the Gazette are submitted by you, our readers.
Whether or not you have written for us before, all contributions are still
very much welcome. As we come to the end of the year, please
accept my grateful thanks to all who submitted, and from everyone
who reads the magazine and enjoys our wonderful hobby.

I am also grateful to Mike Clutterbuck, Tim Barber, Steve Weston
and Bob Lawrence, for their help with editing the content of the
Gazette. It saves me time for other aspects and it is always nice to have
volunteers in the team.

Special thanks go to the wonderful team at Artytype, Ade, Kelly and
Lesley, for doing such a fabulous job with the design of the magazine,
raising advertising, looking after the membership and administration,
and for doing so much more behind the scenes. I am certain Charles
Oldroyd, in his role of Publications Chair, is just as grateful to you all as
I am. I still owe you a lunch, promised well before the lockdown!

I hope every reader can enjoy a peaceful time over the holiday
period.

Happy modelling
Philip

  

Gazette
To find Extra material, log in to gaugeoguild.com. 
Use the Publications drop-down menu to select ‘Gazette’.  Articles with additional material have a
clickable ‘View’ entry in the ‘Extra’ column. To search for earlier issues, please use the
Publications menu to click on ‘Gazette Archive.’
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Notes from the Editor

 Cover; Jim Parris describes the
construction process of his
fictional station Winchester
Market
See page 36
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AT A RECENT local garden railway running day a friend
handed me a box containing a Modern Outline Kits Q1 kit
to build. The instructions that accompany this nickel silver
kit are amongst the best that I have encountered. I also
found a scale drawing in my files from a Modelling
Railways Illustrated of January 95 which proved useful.

The tender
I built the tender first. Slater’s 3ft 7ins wheels (7844) are
available but as they are hardly seen I chose to use
Pairtree plain discs of equivalent size. These added useful

Peter Lewis
Pictures by the author

weight to the tender. Slater’s screw couplings (M7023)
were used for the loco, there being none in the kit.

Assembly is by tab and slot. The kit was largely soldered
with a 25w iron with the 80w big boy only used
occasionally. Apart from a few instances, the fit is accurate
and a little fettling with a needle file and a sharp modelling
knife sorted things out.

Following the instructions was worthwhile, especially
for the beam compensation employed on both tender and
loco.

The tender chassis is close to scale so, to negotiate 

Q1 KIT BUILD

14 www.gaugeoguild.com NOVEMBER 2022



3ft 6ins curves, the outer chassis was tweaked slightly to
obtain the necessary centre wheel side play. 43mm is
desirable between outer frames and these came out at
39mm. The tender chassis features an adjustable drawbar
mounting.

Once cleaned the completed tender was sprayed with
etching primer, red lead, and satin black. After waterslide
transfers were applied, Humbrol acrylic matt varnish
sealed things. A light weathering coat of a diluted mix of
Revell matt 9, Humbrol dark grey and matt 75 grey metal
worked in this case. The buffer beam was painted with

Revell purple red 331 and real coal added, secured with
Ballast Magic from Deluxe Materials.

The locomotive
The loco was started by assembling the coupling rods. I
used Slaters 5ft 1ins wheels (7860) and crankpins (7805).

The kit is designed to use an inline motor gearbox like
the RG7 or ABC unit. I ordered an ABC Mini7e and 36:1
gearbox. An alternative would be a Slater’s GB40L and
Canon motor.

Additional lower horizontal chassis stretchers were

15Gauge O Guild Gazette www.gaugeoguild.com
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added, on which to glue PCB pads to take my usual 26 or
28swg rim-scraper pickups, in either straight or

pigtail form. A 100pF capacitor was
wired across these and the
motor. These chassis members
also provide compartments for
lead weight low down in the
chassis. The completed chassis
along with the tender pulled my
branch trains with ease.

The body construction was not
unlike a model aircraft fuselage

and once completed was a strong
structure. No riveting is

required as all such
panels come as
overlays, and the

system works well.
Painting followed
the method used

on the tender and

16 www.gaugeoguild.com NOVEMBER 2022



luckily both matched once dry!
The tender weighed 500g and the complete loco

weighed 1.75kg so no extra body ballast was required.
33027 has successfully run on Peacehaven (featured in

the Gazette) and is now a useful addition to that railway's
loco roster. I would recommend MOK kits to anyone
prepared to take their time and to read the instructions in
triplicate!   

17Gauge O Guild Gazette www.gaugeoguild.com
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      Model and kit Reviews
La 140C CHREZO est arrivée sur mon réseau!
A review of the new RTR SNCF class 140 C
Purchased, reviewed and photographed by Geoffrey Goddin
Model purchased from Minerva Models, £750 + p&p
Also available within France for around €895 + p&p

My layout Kew Green entertains a catholic range of locos and rolling
stock of various company origins that could have visited a surburban
South West line during its history. However, this loco is rather different,
I’m working on a backstory, probably involving a cold tow of a visiting
preserved SNCF loco through the Channel Tunnel, details to be posted
on my Kew Green forum thread in due course.

In reality 340 of these mixed traffic 2-8-0 locos were built for the ETAT,
EST and PLM companies between 1913 and 1920. All bar the first 70
(delivered in 1913), were built in Britain. The remains of six lurk off St Ives
Head, Cornwall, as a result of a wartime torpedo. They had a long and
useful life, eight are preserved, all bar one manufactured by the North
British Loco Co.

This loco is a new venture by CHREZO SARL, planned since 2018. My
halting French conversations at Guildex suggest 200 modellers have
subscribed to funding this project. It is to scale 1:43.5, whereas 1:45 is
more common with manufacturers such as Lenz.

Minerva are supplying CHREZO products in the UK, though of course
you can order from French retailers. Minerva’s consignment failed to
arrive in time for Guildex, but after viewing the model on Cercle Du Zéro’s
Guildex stand, and my French conversations, I placed an order with Chris
Basten for the OUEST version which safely arrived in Kew 28th
September.

Dimensionally at 270mm loco and 170mm tender, with a 115mm
coupled wheelbase, it is similar to RTR models of the GW 43xx, which
operate well on my layout. It runs smoothly and quietly around my PECO
R2 curves (other radii and straights are available on Kew Green.) The
loco-tender gap is designed to widen on sharper radii. It has not caused
havoc to my lineside fixtures, and at 1.3kg for the loco, (tender 0.5kg), it
will easily handle four coaches, six or more on easier curves.

It comes with extra brake and steam heating piping to attach. Catenary
protection bars and a cab grill are also supplied. (Post war these locos
operated under a lot of overhead wiring.) All driver and tender wheels
pick up. The front and rear 'parafin' lamps light dimly according to the
direction of travel. DCC decoder installation instructions are supplied;
the decoder and speaker are in the tender, I will be using them, but
maybe not installing a generateur de fumée under the chimney.

On my ‘to do’ list will be to replace rather flimsy plastic cab handrails
and spruce up the cab backplate. I am sure French enginemen
burnished at least some copper and brassware! French locos do have a
lot of plumbing. It is all there, along with a motor/flywheel drive that
preserves daylight under the boiler. Rivets and lining are well presented.
There is no plastic coal in the tender, so you can supply the real stuff.

Chris Basten tells me this is a really attractive price for French RTR,
French Gauge O modellers pay far more for loco kits, and far, far more
for other RTR. (I have checked that a suitable Lenz SNCF bogie coach or
baggage car for my 140 C would be €400). CHREZO started planning a
1:43.5 ‘Picasso’ X3800 autorail in 2020, which may arrive next year. I do
hope such moves give our hobby and scale a boost in France. 

A Review of the Dapol/Lionheart 45XX class
Prairie tank in O Gauge
Bought and reviewed by Allen Jackson
Photographs by Allen Jackson except where indicated

The journey of the Lionheart/Dapol 45XX has been a long and
complicated one via a global pandemic and challenging operating
practices in the Suez Canal. At around £439 for the DC version from Tower
Models it is at a level considerably above the 57XX Pannier Tank which
was around £200.

George Jackson Churchward gave us the original small prairie design
in 1904, of the 44XX class. The design was seen to be of use on branch
lines with steep gradients and sharp curves. With only 4ft 1½in driving
wheels it was seen as a lower speed machine that could accelerate
rapidly between branchline stops. 

Churchward developed and improved the design, which became the
45XX class, with 4ft 7½in driving wheels and 1000 gallon capacity. From
1906 to 1924, 75 were built. Charles Collett extended the range of the
class with the 1300 gallon water capacity 4575 class.

The locomotive as reviewed is of 4557, an earlier 45XX in the 1934 shirt
button monogram livery. The overall impression is that the locomotive
looks right and is in period with the 1934 livery. The rods and driving
wheel tyres though are too shiny and the steam heating pipes appear to
be too large. The green paintwork looks correct this time. The cab side
numberplates are a little askew on both sides. The buffers have treads
on them, which a crew member could step on. These were black in GWR
days, in common with other stepped on surfaces. This is easily rectified
with a black felt tipped pen permanent marker, as are the driving wheel
tyres. The locomotive is reassuringly heavy and that bodes well in the
traction tests. Spring-loaded buffers are provided, essential for avoiding
buffer lock when pushing vehicles around sharp curves.

The cab roof hatch is secured by magnets to facilitate easy removal,
to place a crew or just have a look inside. Underway, the orange firebox
glow is visible and in GWR days the practice was to keep the firehole
door shut.

A feature, not often modelled, is the turnbuckle on the Belpaire firebox
boiler bands. The bands are secured by the footplate and meet at the
top where an adjusting screw or turnbuckle takes up the slack. On tender
engines the turnbuckles were still present but underneath at the boiler
positions. The cab is well detailed with copper and brass-coloured
fittings, as well as a red regulator and silver brake lever.

On the Dapol 57XX the screw couplings have a screw! In other words,
you can extend the range that the coupling will couple up to, useful if
you have less than prototypical curves. On the 45XX there is no screw
and the coupling is not therefore adjustable and they are modelled in
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short mode. This has meant I’ve been unable to use the screw coupling
to couple up in some locations. Luckily for me some of the Dapol
coaches came with spare couplings so the 45XX has a pair of those
screws and lower shackles.

The packaging engineering matches that of the engine. The loco is
encased in a plastic frame that is screwed down to be rigid and the loco
is further screwed to the plastic frame. When the locomotive is

 From the upcoming GWR Prairies book, 4550 is in 1934 livery at Dawlish in about
1936 for comparison. Courtesy of the Great Western Trust.

4557 as modified according to the text.

dismounted from the frame there is a small plastic bag that contains rear
sandboxes, sandpipes and the handbrake connecting rod. I found that
the sandboxes, sandpipes and handbrake rod needed a touch of
superglue to remain securely in place. The rear sandboxes cover up two
of the transit frame screws.

The Dapol box and manual are of similar quality. The manual goes into
the DCC address and integrated circuit type as well as number allocated.
It also has a comprehensive parts catalogue with illustrations matching
to part numbers. The locomotive is guaranteed for two years.

In DC service the engine runs smoothly and quietly with an optimum
branchline voltage of 5 to 6 volts and current of about 0.24A unloaded.
The engine was tried with a 20-wagon freight. Up a 25 foot long 1 in 60
gradient, the passenger train registered 0.45A, a bit less than a Heljan
Prairie, although about half the wagons were empties. With these loads
there was not a trace of slipping on the bank with about 6 volts selected
on a stabilised power supply. The slow speed shunting performance is
equally impressive. These figures are about double those of the 57XX
and I can only assume they have used a larger motor in the 45XX. The
loco has not been purposely run in.

The 57XX is a hard act to follow on all sorts of levels except green paint
colour. This locomotive is at a different price point to the 57XX and there
are some detail deficiencies that need to be rectified on later versions.
Nevertheless, this is a good model of the prototype with similar power
and running qualities.

We sent the Review to Dapol, who replied as follows:
Thank you for the review, however a couple of points need addressing. 
1. This is a Lionheart high-end product, part of the DAPOL stable
2. The model is primarily diecast giving greater weight, stronger

performance and is obviously more expensive to produce, which
effects the RTR price.

 Plus the following:- 
• The chassis has live bearing electrical pick-up, similar to the ex

Lionheart 64xx Pannier
• The gears are all metal
• A high base speaker is installed pre-wired
• For DCC operation it is only necessary to remove three screws and the

body can be removed (electrical components are by pogo pins so no
wires to connect/disconnect) then remove the blanking plug and
replace a decoder. If a sound version no extra wiring or components
are required.

 4557 with toned down rods,
black buffer steps no steam

heating pipes (it’s the
summer) and silver buffer
shanks and modified rear

coupling.
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Steaming into Troubles - Book Seven
Tales and tribulations of steam engine crews
Michael Clutterbuck
Heddon Publishing 
ISBN 978-1-913166-61-8
Soft cover. 127 pages. 
Paperback format without photographs.
Reviewed by Chester Machniewski
Over the past few years, I have developed the habit of catching
up with the world via the internet, including You Tube, before
falling asleep.

This week I was asked to review this book and I decided to read
one or two chapters each evening. I found that I woke each
morning refreshed, without the sense of unease that I would
often have after a session in front of the screen. 

The book is comprised of 20 short stories about what it was
like to be a railway man over the last century, with tales revolving
around steam locomotives and the men who drove and
maintained them. There are stories of sorrow, bravery and
humour but mainly stories about ordinary people and their lives

centered around the railways, which
formed the backbone of society for
so long.

What comes across is how normal
the working conditions and risks
appeared to these men and how they
were seemingly accepted as part of
everyday life. After a schoolboy on a
bridge dropped his schoolbag down
the loco chimney, triggering a serious
blowback that caused the death of the
fireman and injury to the driver, it was
just accepted as just another accident
and the survivor went back to work. No
counselling, rehab, compensation or
public enquiry.

This book evokes emotions,
memories and empathy and I highly
recommend it.

An Illustrated History of BR Hopper Wagons
Author: David Monk-Steel
Publisher: Historical Model Railway Society, www.hmrs.org.uk
ISBN 978-0-902835-42-9
Softback A4 landscape format and folds flat, 248 pages with copious
7mm to 1 foot scale drawings and colour and monochrome
photographs. £40.00 (HMRS Members’ price £27.00)
Reviewed by Alan Rhodes

This a detailed history of the 37 designs of two-axle revenue hopper
rolling stock, built for bulk delivery of coal and other commodities by
British Railways to LNER designs. It includes the later air-braked designs.

The first chapter sets the scene, explaining why such wagons were
necessary with the increasing use of coal for electricity generation. A
further eight chapters describe all 37 designs starting with the LNER 20-
ton coal hoppers and ending with the air-braked 46-tonne mineral
hoppers. Each design is clearly described, with prototypical
photographs and at least one in colour.

The drawings are exquisite and very detailed. They are to 7mm to 1
foot scale with enlargements at 14mm to 1 foot. The drawings have been
prepared from measurements taken by David and colleagues who spent
their spare time crawling over wagons with tape measures, accurately
recording their measurements. David has reproduced these drawings
from those measurements, and it must have taken many hours. As well
as side and end elevations, there are plan views of the hopper and
underframe and detailing drawings as necessary. Here is all the essential
information for the modeller to produce highly accurate models.

The book concludes with three appendices, a summary of LNER
hopper wagons, BR wagon building and numbering summaries and

TOPS codes. Finally, there is an index.
This is an exceptional wagon book, enhanced by its drawings. The

book will lay flat, which aids the accessibility of the drawings. For anyone
with an interest in BR wagons this book is a must, even though it only
covers revenue stock. We will have to wait for the follow-up on
engineering stock.

Paul Bartlett provided a detailed description of the book’s contents on
the Guild’s Forum, which can found under the title An illustrated history
of British Railways Hopper Wagons by David Monk-Steel HMRS.

Book Reviews

Dear Uncle Philip,
I am taking a short break in the Oxfordshire countryside as Lady Judy has invited me to

spend a little time at Fawley Hill. It really is a splendid place as you know from your past

visit, even though it was a while ago. I have discovered a lovely golf course and have

persuaded my old friends, Bob and Paul, to join me for a couple of rounds.

The course is small but delightful. It is set in lovely scenery with one of the holes next to

the Wallingford to Watlington railway line, which has appeared in your magazine in the past.

This means that one has to stop playing every so often, to watch the ‘Wallingford Bunk’

trundle by. This is usually a small tank engine and an autocoach, although I notice that

those new-fangled railcars have started to put in an appearance recently.

The golf club has taken on a lady called Pauline to take care of the grounds. She has got

the greens perfectly flat but has left the rough as a considerable challenge; as a

consequence, people are often mislaying their balls, delaying the following players. 

There is so much to see and do here. I look forward to telling you more about it in future

correspondence. Best wishes to all there

Your much-removed nephew, 

Richard

(Note to readers: The golf course diorama is part of the Gallery Layout at Fawley Museum, near Henley-on-Thames. More information can be found
at www.fawleymuseum.org. The figures all started out as identical Omen Miniatures A044 castings)

A Postcard from Fawley Richard Cleaver
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WHATEVER the size of your railway, at some stage you will
need a power supply for all those things that are not
related to actually getting your trains to move. In the not
too distant past, traditional DC traction controllers had
either a 16V AC, a fixed 12V DC, or both, power outlets for
building lighting, signals, and other items requiring a fixed
AC or DC voltage to make them work. With the advent of
DCC this has been neglected somewhat, unless you want
to use whatever power your system has to do a fixed task
other than make your trains move. You will probably, at
some stage, need a stand-alone DC power supply, which
nicely brings me to the subject of this article.

There are plenty of stand-alone DC power supplies
available to buy, in a wide variety of voltage and current
ratings. However, these can be rather expensive for the
more useful, higher rated, articles. So what would be a
more cost-effective alternative? Well, you can turn to the
power supplies that are built into tower and desk-top
computers, known as ‘ATX compatible’. These come in a
wide range of current capabilities, but all provide 3.3V, 5V,
and 12V supplies which are perfect for what the railway
modeller/layout builder needs, and they are easily
adaptable. For example, I like to use 5V for any DC supply
associated with LEDs. This is because, if an error is made,
the often-inaccessible LED will not be totally destroyed;
most LEDs have a maximum reverse voltage of 5V. These
power supplies also have the added benefit of often being
available as ‘surplus to requirements’ and it is also
possible to keep, and use, the original computer case if so
desired.

Older computer systems used power supplies that
were rated at a total of 350W, or sometimes less, and,
while these need not be discounted in terms of what we
are going to build, I would recommend that you try to start
off with a power supply rated at least 500W, if you can. A
typical 500W power supply will give (all maximums) 15A
@ 3.3V, 15A @ 5V, and 30A @ 12V which is very close to the
maximum rating of the unit (485W in total). It is not
advisable to run whatever unit you settle on this close to
its maximum rating; you should look at no more than 80%
in reality. This is for heat and reliability purposes. The
supply I am going to build will have 3x 5A outlets for 5V,
4x 5A outlets for 12V, and I won’t be using the 3.3V supply
at all, so about 315W when fully loaded.

The reason I have arranged the supplies like this is for
safety, as, although the voltage is low, the possible current
is not, and if 5V at 15A runs amok on a layout it can still do
significant damage. It’s better just to replace a 5A fuse if
something goes wrong. As added protection, most ATX
computer power supplies have built-in thermal and
overload protection. You should never open a power
supply while it is on, or poke any foreign object into it.
There are some seriously high DC voltages present in a
switch-mode power supply, which could definitely spoil
your day.

A piece of advice here to consider; if you do not have
anything readily available, and wish to buy one separately,
please ensure you buy one with coloured external wiring.
There are some replacement units available that use only
black wires for everything; this isn’t a problem when you

Peter Reynolds
Pictures by the author

are plugging connectors together as these are keyed, so
it is relatively hard to make an unconscious mistake. While
it isn’t impossible to suitably adapt a unit with totally black
wiring, it does make your life considerably harder,
especially if you are not entirely confident in carrying out
the task.

To get started you will need to check that the power
supply you are going to use actually works. ATX power
supplies will not start up with nothing else attached, so if
you do not know the source of your supply, it will need to
be tested somehow. The easiest way to do this is to us a
special ATX power supply tester, which can be bought for
about £10. If you are going to make more than one, this if
definitely a recommended requirement to buy, especially
if you do not know the source of your chosen unit for
adaptation. Obviously, if the power supply is still in a
computer, and that is working, this is a good indication of
whether the unit is viable for conversion. However, if your

A ‘RECYCLED’ LOW-COST
DC POWER SUPPLY

An ATX Power Supply Tester - available for about £10, if you want to purchase one

A typical read-out from the tester, showing that the subject power supply is working
correctly
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supply is unknown, and you don’t wish to purchase a
tester (or borrow one from someone who has one), you
can go straight ahead provided you are happy that the unit
is not damaged in any way (smell is a good way forward
here – fried component smell lingers!). Any obviously
damaged units should be immediately discarded.

To make the power supply start and stay started (try it
without a load – you won’t damage it, but the fan should
kick then stop) you will need to load the 5V part of the
supply with at least 1A. The 5V supply is on the RED wires,
and the BLACK return is common to all voltages. Using
Ohm’s Law (V=IR), you can see a 1A load across the 5V
supply is obtainable using a 5Ω resistor. We will need this
for the finished unit, but it can be used for initial testing.

One other thing about this resistor is that you will need
to be aware of the wattage requirement; 5V and 1A
through a 5Ω resistor gives a 5W power dissipation. A 5W
resistor in this instance would get very hot, and would
probably fail quite quickly. As 5Ω resistors are not
generally available, I use 2x 10Ω resistors in parallel to give
the required 5Ω and you can use 5W rated components if
arranged this way. I prefer 10W rated, aluminium clad
power resistors from Rapid (62-8062 £3.16ea) as they are
easier to mount (bolted to the chassis).

Turning to your power supply, all outputs are available
for use in this application, but you need to be aware of the
colour coding on the connectors. There are any number
of graphics on the internet describing what each pin on

Our subject 500W
power supply

the large connector does; search for ‘ATX Power Supply
Pin out’. 

Orange is 3.3V and shares a brown wire on the large 20
or 24-way connector. These two wires must remain
connected even if you don’t intend to use the 3.3V supply.
The power supply will not work without this connection.
Other orange wires can be cut short and the exposed
ends covered with heatshrink sleeving.

Red is 5V, Yellow is 12V, and Black is 0V/Return. There
are also Blue, Purple, Grey, Green, and, sometimes, White
wires. Blue and Purple and White are not needed. They
can each be cut short and the exposed ends separately
covered with heatshrink sleeving.

The other two extra wires, Green and Grey, you certainly
will need. The Green wire, when you electrically connect
it to a black wire, is the means of turning on the power
supply on. This is what happens when you press the
computer ‘on’ button. The Grey wire carries 5V when the
power supply is turned on, so, with a suitable resistor and
LED, this can be used to indicate that the power supply is
‘alive’. Indeed, I usually extend these two connections
remotely, with a suitable common return, so that the
operators at a particular location can turn the power
supply on with a simple switch, and see that it is ‘on’,
without performing gymnastics under baseboards. 

I always fuse the however many outputs there are with
a 5A ‘F’ fuse on each voltage, and you can use what you
have available or buy specifically to do this. Fuse holders

A discarded, but
working, 750W power
supply from number
two son (Philip builds
his own PC systems) -
note the current
potential of the 12V
supply, 62A. Also note
that the wiring is all
black.
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with screw tops are generally the most convenient, or
miniature thermal circuit breakers, but if you plan your
power distribution carefully, you will only ever need
access in the event of a mishap. For the outputs, I have
used 3-pole XLR connectors in the past, but any
plug/socket combination you fancy that has at least a 5A
current capacity would be suitable. It is generally relatively
easy to mount any of these connectors on the outside of
the computer case using a suitable hole (make a plate to
fill in one of the unused openings, for example). Whatever
you do, also remember to make all your internal wiring
connections using a gauge of wire suitable for the current
it is going to carry – I use at least 24/0.2 for 5A wiring.

Two 10R resistors for the 5V/1A load - these particluar items
are 25W rates, so have a high safety margin

5V fuses are internal and rated at 5A each.

XLR sockets and fuse
holders for 12V
mounted on the rear of
the chassis. The socket
on the right is a 5-pin
socket for 12V to the
control panel, plus
provision for remote
control of the PSU.

The output panel from
the rear – always use
the correct gauge of
wiring for any
extensions.
Also note the green and
grey wires to the
connector on the left –
green connected to
ground turns the power
supply on, and an LED
(with a suitable resistor)
from the grey wire to
ground indicates ‘power
on’.

Load resistors mounted – you can see the benefit of using
these particular power resistors

So far, I have made three ATX standalone power
supplies for the SR7mm Group system, and there is the
prospect of two more in the not-too-distant future. Very
often, this provision on a layout is last minute with a variety
of barely suitable arrangements provided. Hopefully, this
article will show you that there is an inexpensive, readily
available, alternative which is easy to package and that
will form the only DC power supply that you would ever
need.

Shopping List
Suitable ATX Computer power supply (preferably at least
500W with coloured external wiring)
2x 10Ω resistors of at least 5W each (suitable 10W power
resistors from various suppliers, for example Rapid 62-
8062.)
Some form of case or chassis, if you are not using the
original computer case suitably adapted
Fuse holders – number depending on the number of
outputs, with fuses to suit (F rated)
Connector sets – with at least a 5A carrying capacity per
pole for power outputs; one 3- or 4-way low power for
remote switch/power on indication
1x SPST/SPDT switch
1x LED with suitable resistor for 5V
Suitable wire – 24/0.2 recommended for 5A
Heatshrink sleeving – various sizes
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MY FAIRLY EXTENSIVE garden railway dictates that my
engines have to work for a living, some completing over a
few hundred real miles between overhauls. The mainline
engines – A3s, A4s, V2s, Black 5s – usually pull 10 or 12
coaches, as well as long goods and fish trains. My
locomotive stock consists of scratch and kit-built engines,
plus a few ready to run. My ready to run engines are mainly
San Cheng, Chinese built engines. Some of these are early
varieties sold through the Bachmann label; A3s, Crabs,
J94, and others are the later ones sold under the
FineScaleBrass banner.

Whilst the early versions had reasonably good detail
above the running/foot plate, the running gear below left
a little to be desired. I have modified most of these over a
period of time (see Gazette article, February 2008, on the
A3 Modified Ready-to-Run Vol1 No2). Since then I have
modified some even further, when in the works for a major
overhaul, usually for better running and reliability.
Amongst these modifications were the making and fitting
of horn cheeks to the main driving axles, to stop wear in

TUFFNOL BUSHES
AND CHEEKS

Geoff Byman
Pictures by the author

the annular groove machined in the square section brass
wheel bearing block that houses the ball race, of which
more later.

One of the problems with these early engines is the axle
insulation bush in the driving wheels, which are of a plastic
top hat shape material. After a period of time pulling heavy
loads, especially where oil seeps into the bushes, they
allow the wheels to turn on the axle, so the quartering
goes out the window. My remedy for these is to machine
Tufnol bushes, with a reasonable interference fit and a
good dollop of Loctite. For convenience, I have included
some drawings of replacement Tufnol axle and crank pin
bushes.

More recently, my Bachmann LMS Crab decided to
develop a serious problem where the return crank tended
to turn in the plastic bush and no end of tightening of the
retaining nut in the wheel back would stop this happening.
The return crank itself is a cast piece with a steel shaft that
passes through the insulated bush in the wheel and is
held in place by a nut and washer at the back of the wheel,
which has proved quite unsatisfactory. My remedy was to
machine a Tufnol bush for the crank pin with an
interference fit to the wheel, as per the centre axle bush,
then to thread to accept a 10.0mm long 2.0mm steel bolt
screwed in from the back of the wheel and then Loctited.
The Tufnol bushes, axle and crank pin, can be seen in the
photo.

There are various varieties of Tufnol that are available.
Generally, these are glass fabric, cotton, or paper, and
each category has a number of varieties available, but for

our purposes the standard cotton composite is the
one to go for; the other two varieties are for special
applications.

When machining Tufnol, it is advisable to wear a
mask as the swarf comes off as a very fine dust.
Machining in the lathe should be done at a similar
speed for that of machining brass. I machine the top hat
bushes by roughing out with a good sharp roughing tool
to within a few thou (0.001in) of the diameter required,
finishing off with my freshly sharpened parting tool to get
a nice clean corner in the top hat rim. The last process is

to drill for the axle, in this case (for the Crab) piloting with
a 2.0mm and followed up with a 2.5mm drill, then parting
off. The A3 varieties are larger at 2.9mm.

The Tufnol bushes are pressed into the wheel centre
with a dollop of Loctite by simply placing the wheel and
bush in a vice and nipping up.

Before fitting the wheels and their new bushes onto the
axles, attention needs to be given to the crank pin. In the
case of the new Tufnol crank pin bush, it is again machined
for a good interference fit into the crank pin hole in the
wheel and, instead of a plain hole for the crank pin shaft
to go through, I opted for drilling a 1.6mm tapping size
hole. Once the bush had been pressed into the wheel, I
tapped to M2.0.

The new 2.0mm steel crank pin bolt was screwed in
from the back, again using Loctite. At this stage the wheels
can now be pressed on to the axle, using a quartering jig
for accuracy. Some years ago I made a quartering jig
specifically for the San Cheng engines.

Wheel bearing
hornblocks
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My home-made
quartering jig

Wheel bearing
hornblocks

New top hat crank pin bearing bushes for the rod big
ends are machined from brass. These are then drilled and
tapped M2.0 so that the inner bush, which has
diametrically opposite flats filed onto the top hat rim (in
my case to take an 11/₆₄ in spanner) can be tightened
without marking the bearing face. This then locked up with
the top hat rim against the Tufnol bush, once again with
Loctite. 

The outer half of the crank pin bush, again drilled and
tapped M2.0 and the top hat rim, machined to 4.0mm
diameter to fit into the shallow recess in the back of the
excellent LMS, short throw, return cranks, kindly supplied
by Dave Sharp of MOK models.

The outer bush was dry fitted onto the crank pin bolt
and nipped against the inner bush. The return crank was
then positioned and marked to the rim of the outer crank
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pin bush, to the correct offset for the valve gear. Prior to
soldering the return crank to the bush, the smaller outer
hole of the return crank for the eccentric rod was drilled
out and tapped for 12BA as I wanted the eccentric rod to
be removable. Unfortunately, I found that the return crank
casting was quite thin in this area for my purposes,
obviously to scale thickness (perhaps originally intended
to have a pin soldered in) so I drilled the hole out to accept
¹/₁₆in outside diameter brass tube. This was soldered in
place and cut off to leave a small amount protruding
behind the return crank, allowing a few threads more for
the bolt to locate. 

The outer crank pin bush was then removed and placed
into the return crank rear recess, marks aligned and

soldered. A small brass top hat bush (see Drawing 6) was
machined to fit in the eccentric rod end, which was
broached out to give a nice rotating fit on the bearing. The
return crank/crank pin bush assembly was now screwed
onto the 2mm crank pin, with all rods and spacers
assembled; and finally nipped up, again with a small drop
of Loctite.

As there are three axles and six wheels, when I came to
machine the Tufnol driving wheel centre bushes I set up
to machine eight bushes in total, to give me two spares in
case of any mistakes or ones which disappear down that
black hole to another dimension, never to be seen again!

So, the main gearbox driving axle has been done, as has
the centre driving axle. So whilst I was at it, I did the front
axle as well, to make a thorough job of the overhaul. Out
came the axle assembly, wheels pulled off the axle and

the bushes punched out from the wheel
centre. Happily picking up the pre-
machined Tufnol bushes ready for
pressing into the wheel – WHAT!
What’s this? The bush is too small?! If

it hadn’t been for the top hat shaped
bush it would have dropped

straight through. What on earth
had I done wrong? Many years of
engineering has taught me that

you always question your own
work first, before looking elsewhere.

Using the micrometer on the bush
confirmed that I had machined it
correctly (5.06mm). Measuring the hole
in the wheel revealed that it had been
machined 0.20mm oversize (5.20mm).

So, we had two axle sets at the correct size
and one pair of wheels machined oversize! On the same
engine? Hmmm! So back to the lathe and machine two
more bushes to the oversize (5.24mm). All I can think is that
some of the later engines had a larger bore and they had
run out of the smaller bore ones or there was a bit of a
mistake when these wheels were machined. This is
apparently something to watch out for on early San Cheng
engines.

I mentioned earlier about the ball bearing carrier
hornblocks (which I will refer to as the horn) on the main
driving axles, which are machined from square section
brass and have an annular groove, concentric to the
bearing bore, machined into the square approximately
0.4mm back from the outer face, so we now have a round
groove in a square block. (See photo at the beginning  of

The outer half of the
crank pin bush, again

drilled and tapped
M2.0 and the top hat

rim, machined to
4.0mm diameter to fit

into the shallow recess
in the back of the

excellent LMS, short
throw, return cranks,

kindly supplied by Dave
Sharp of MOK models.

Machined set of four
horn cheeks
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Horn cheek in place

this article- Wheel bearing hornblocks.) 
This groove is to retain the horn block in the axle slots

in the frames. The problem is that this round groove butts
up to the flat face of the frame slot and over a period of
time the vertical movement of the horn wears a flat on the
front and rear position of the round groove, consequently
allowing the axle/wheels to ‘walk’. The stirrup plate on the
inside of the frames that retains the spring and the keeper
plate, also loosely checks the rotation of the horn.
Unfortunately the inside measurement is just a fraction too
wide in relation to the horn, so doesn’t actually touch the
horn. To remedy this, the gap between the stirrup and the
horn block, which is approximately 0.17mm, needs to be
taken up. 

For horn cheeks, I used ⅛in square brass bar. This was
drilled 1.25mm along the centreline of the bar to the same
centres as the stirrup retaining bolts. Tapped M1.6, it was
then bolted in place.

A dummy horn cheek was made, drilled and tapped
one end as per the normal cheeks with the opposite end
drilled to a clearance size of 2.0mm to enable it to easily
pass over the existing retaining bolt of the stirrup. When
in place, this is to alleviate any tendency for the stirrup to
bend inwards whilst drilling the frame and stirrup. 

With the stirrup in its original position, it was then
clamped to the frame and one retaining bolt removed.
The original hole in the frame and the stirrup was then
drilled out to 1.9 mm, to allow for adjustment clearance
when the 1.6mm bolts replace the originals. The clamp
was removed and the dummy cheek bolted in place with
the new 1.6 mm bolt, with the clearance hole over the
remaining original bolt. Once this was held tight with the
new 1.6 mm bolt, the original bolt at the opposite end of
that side of the stirrup was removed and frame and stirrup
drilled out to the clearance size. The dummy cheek was
removed and the proper horn cheek bolted in place. This
was then repeated on the other side of the stirrup. 

On assembly, if the engine is brand-new and has not
been run it is usually OK to assume that the wheel centres
are accurate within their tolerance, so the horn cheeks can
be lightly pushed up against the horn and then bolted
tight.

As wear occurs over a period of time, the cheeks can
be adjusted to take up any slack. If the engine has covered
a considerable amount of mileage, then the centres might

not be accurate and it would be advisable to machine a
jig plate out of brass sheet to slot over the axles in relation
to the solidly fixed driving axle. 

A note here regarding the two different sets of axle
alignment jigs in the photograph. As the A3s have evenly
spaced centres for all three driving axles, a jig for only two
axles is needed: first a set from the fixed driving axle to the
centre axle, then one from the centre to the front axle. In
the case of the later V2s (or any other engine with
asymmetric centres) a jig needs to be made to cover all
three centres together, similar to the assembled jig in
photograph. Having done these horn cheeks on a few
engines, I have found that the wear is absolutely minimal
and no adjustment has been needed, even at the high
mileage my engines achieve.

Axle centre alignment
jigs
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LATE LAST YEAR I finished building the DJH Duchess and
after running it on my garden railway I thought about the
Britannia sitting on my dining room table in a very
unfinished state. It was an unpainted hulk with few details
fitted and it had been like that for many years.

The restart
The first thing I did was to scrub the brass bodywork with
Ajax as it had tarnished somewhat and then drilled the
holes for the handrails and regulator rodding. After fitting
these parts I decided to put the bodywork to one side and
work on the chassis.

The chassis
I had assembled the basic chassis ages ago and used the
same motor/gearbox combination as I had with the
Duchess, namely the DJH Merlin 20:1. I don’t like bullet
pick-ups and much prefer 0.5mm wire soldered to small
brass off cuts which in turn are screwed in plastic plates
glued between the frames as low as possible. This allows
the pick-ups to be removed should adjustment be
necessary.  I did make a mistake with the pony truck,
somehow putting the side frames on upside down but

David Hayward
Pictures by the author

using the slitting disc was able to cut a slot in each side
and solder it back to the correct shape.

Cylinders and valve gear
Hobby Holidays crankpins were used, as I had done on
the Duchess, but in addition to thinning the leading
crankpins I also had to move the cylinders out a little and
thin the connecting rods to clear the crankpins. The
Duchess did not need anything like as much work. All this
worked well with the motor connected. I had a little more
trouble with the valve gear and only recently noticed I
have not assembled it correctly behind the valve chest. I
had some trouble with the reversing rod and hung it mid
gear, so that much of the motion does not move. Many
ready-to-run locos in OO and O gauges are just the same,
so I wondered if anyone would notice. My nephew
Matthew did!

Bodywork
The basic bodywork was no more difficult than the
Duchess. The etched brass cab looks much better for
being thinner than the cast one on the Duchess. BR
Standard locos are covered in pipework, particularly

David Hayward
gives us a

thankfully quick
trip through 16

years of building
this loco!

BUILDING BRITANNIA 70013
OLIVER CROMWELL

The start of the rebuild

Main chassis, pony
truck and trailing bogie

in primer
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around the cab, firebox and ash pan. This took a lot of work
with the help of good pictures in several books,
Locomotives in Detail 5: Riddles Class 6/7 Standard Pacifics,
being particularly useful. The Britannias were only in
service for a maximum of 17 years and the pipework and
other details did vary somewhat between individuals in
the class.

The tender
Like the Duchess this is nearly all etched brass and went
together very well, though I did make a couple of changes
to it. The middle axle bearings are slightly larger than the
outer to allow a little float but I elongated the holes for the
middle axle in the chassis and did not solder the bearings
in. The axle can now move much more which is an

Underside of chassis showing pickup arrangement

The completed chassis and below the completed unpainted body
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Underside of the tender reasonable, so I suppose waterslide transfers work better
for me.

Finished at last
I did not expect this loco to be more difficult than the
Duchess but it was much more challenging. The pipework
on the loco boiler requires a great deal of time and effort
to get right but it was the valve gear that gave me the
most trouble. Perhaps I thought having sailed through the
construction of the Duchess this loco would be much the
same and I was a little careless as a result.  I am also aware
that I have a model with some features as-built and others
as-modified later in the loco’s short career. I am pleased
with the loco and in my opinion it captures the spirit of the
real thing.

Finally
It only took 16 elapsed years to build. My next task is is to
complete the repair of the garden railway and re-lay the
track. I have just looked at the DJH Standard Class 9F
which looks at least as complicated as the Britannia so
perhaps the David Andrews SR Schools should be next.

References
Loco Profile – Issue 12: BR Britannias, edited by Brian Reed,
Profile Publications (1973)
Locomotives Illustrated magazine, Issue 10, The Standard
Pacifics, Ian Allan (1977)
Locomotives in Detail 5: Riddles Class 6/7 Standard Pacifics,
David Clarke, Ian Allan (2006)

advantage on the uneven garden railway track. I did not
like the way the ‘detail spacing plates’ parts numbers T39
and T40 were fitted to the side frame, trapping the wheels
in place, so I fixed brass rods running in parallel with the
brake pull rods but a little higher. Should the inside frame
need to be removed it is easy to do so.

Test run
The garden railway is currently closed due to work on the
trackbed so I have only been able to run the loco on a few
yards of track on the floor. It runs very nicely but for some
reason the chassis is live. The wheels are Slater’s so this is
surprising, but I suspect that where I used small screws to
fit the pick-ups I have made a connection somewhere
inside the chassis. I have fitted plastic strips on the chassis
over the bogie wheels and hope that solves the problem.

Painting
I started with Halfords Acid 8 primer and Satin Black both
from spray cans, followed by hand painting using Humbrol
and Railmatch paints. The tender now has the late BR
crests although originally the early version was applied
but I positioned them rather too high on the tender side.
These were of the Pressfix type and after carefully
scraping them off I re-varnished the tender and applied
the waterslide late crests as I had run out of the earlier
version. After a coat of satin varnish the finish did not look
that great so I very carefully rubbed it down with Ajax in a
little water and finished the job using the kitchen towel to
polish the matt to a satin finish. It does now look

The completed and
painted loco
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The models to be restored
The subject of this article is the reinstatement of two
grounded bothies to running order, with minimal outlay.
The two grounded bothies came into my possession via a
late friend. He purchased a job lot of models back in the
1970s, which included these two-scratch built bothies,
one of cardboard construction and the other of plastic
card. The unknown builder had done a reasonable job in

NO LONGER
GROUNDED!

Les Handman
All pictures by the
author, except as

indicated

replicating the panelling detail, and being models of ex-
SECR  'Birdcage' stock  they would add a little variety to
my coaching stock. I decided to reverse their history to
make them runners. Throughout this project it felt the
same as if I was restoring full size vehicles, perhaps those
found in farmers’ fields for storage etc or holiday homes;
hopefully to a former glory. 

The restored vehicles on Fareham
& District MRC test track

Les imagines 
he is restoring

rescued
prototypes but

in the comfort of
his own

workshop!
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Ex-SECR Birdcage 4-wheel brake 3rd, No 4119
The plastic card roof was first removed and, being a
possible forty to fifty years old, was obviously very brittle
and it snapped in several places. I was not unduly worried
as the roof would need replacing anyway, due to size
issues. Luckily the Birdcage roof and glazing remained
intact and I was able to re-use them. The sides were next

Brake third dismantled carefully separated from the floor and ends with only
minimal damage, easily fixed with filler. The original
glazing was removed as it was showing its age and had
previous paint overspill.

The exterior of the sides received a coat of Halfords
grey primer, then Railmatch dark olive, acrylic walnut for
the window frames and the insides treated to Halfords
Rover Russet brown. Grab and door handles were
attached, HMRS transfers applied and then a coat of
Halfords matt lacquer applied to the exterior, giving a
slightly worn appearance. New glazing from clear
packaging was installed, using double-sided sticky tape,
with just a slither of superglue added to the edges making
sure it did not cloud over the windows. Car repair mesh,
although slightly on the coarse side, adorns the inside of
the windows in the guards/luggage compartment.

The ends, floor and interior were left in one piece. Both
ends had lamp irons and handrails added, with steps
attached to the non-guards end; then both ends were
painted with acrylic black. Compartment walls were
painted with tester pot cream emulsion and had
advertisements added. The seats were covered with a
copy of a SR moquette printed by the computer and
attached with double-sided sticky tape. Lastly a couple of
passengers were added. As the coach has wooden seats,
I felt there was no need to add further weight.

The roof is made from 0.030in plastic card. A central line
was drawn and holes drilled for the three compartment
ventilators, with two further holes for the guard’s
ventilators in the appropriate places. The position of the
Birdcage lookout was marked and cut out. To form the
roof, a canister of the appropriate diameter helped me
manipulate the plastic card around the outside. This was
secured with a dozen or so elastic bands and gently
heated with a hair dryer for a short time. Then left for a
week to retain its shape. Once I was satisfied with the
curvature, pieces of angle were glued on the underside,
at the point where the sides meet. The ventilators and rain
strips were glued in place before the roof was given a coat
of Halfords grey primer followed by a coat of matt lacquer.
Lastly the original Birdcage was attached. Once the roof
was glued on to the body, cantrails from strips of
cardboard were added. Unfortunately the roof line is
slightly uneven in places. Perhaps this adds to the
impression of an elderly vehicle: that's my excuse anyway!

The cast resin four-wheel underframe came from 422
Modelmaking, with the solebar length shortened by
12mm. The width of the buffer beams also had to be

Brake third before as a
bothy

Sides repainted, re-glazed, transfers added and interior
completed

New roof
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Underframe detail

reduced, otherwise they would have overlapped the
narrow body width of this pre-grouping vehicle. The
instructions state that by having the wheelsets inserted in
the frames, as I did, rather than using the frame as an
outside dummy, then the springing of the buffers will be
compromised so the buffers are made solid. As I use
Dingham couplers, this was not an issue as I made sure
the ends of the hooks protrude slightly from the line of the
buffer heads. The buffer stocks came from the spares box,
drilled out to accept a short length of electrical wire sleeve
with a drawing pin for the buffer head. Holes were drilled
6mm from the bottom of the W irons as per the
instructions, to accept the wheel bearings. Then all resin
parts were washed in warm water and Cif and rinsed,
before supergluing to the floor. Two crossmembers from
6.3mm channel were added for strength. Whether I mis-
measured and drilled the holes lower than they should be
I don't know, but I found that the ride height once the 3ft
7in Peartree Engineering wheelsets had been trial fitted
was too high. I did not fancy adjusting the holes to reduce
the ride height, so this I replaced the 3ft 7in wheelsets with
ones of scale 3ft 1in diameter.

The underframe detail is minimal. Most of it is obscured
by the footboards, formed from thin 4mm wide coffee
stirrers. These are held in place by brackets of 0.030in
plastic card, glued under the solebar and footboard in the
appropriate places. The lower footboards under the

guards compartments, also fashioned from 4mm coffee
stirrers, have slithers of 6.3mm Evergreen plastic channel
which formed the brackets between the two. Only a
battery, dynamo, reservoir, queen posts with truss rods
and brake cross bars are represented. The brake hangers

Completed Birdcage 
4-wheel brake third.on
the layout

and brake blocks were formed from 0.030in plastic card.
The white metal vacuum pipes came from the spares box.
The underframe was treated to Halfords grey primer, then
Halfords Matt Black and finally a drybrush of Humbrol 29
Dark Earth in areas where weathering was needed. Lastly
the Dingham couplings were chemically blackened and
attached.
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Ex-SECR Birdcage 6-wheel brake van No 719
The prototype of this van exists at the Bluebell Railway,
although at the time of writing it is in an unrestored state.
I was grateful that the Bluebell website has a photo of 719,
which gave me a good reference for details. The vehicle
is unusual in having side duckets as well as a Birdcage
lookout.

This model came from the same source as the Brake
3rd. I am not too sure if it was scratchbuilt or a kit, but I
suspect the former. The body is made from card, overlaid
with thinner strips to form the panelling, all very neatly
done. The roof needed attention as it was undulating in
several places either due to lack of straighteners

underneath or too thin a material used. I did not want to
try to detach it as it was glued on, so I made a new one
from card and overlaid the original with a gap for the
Birdcage to poke through, which has now a somewhat
squat appearance due to the extra layer of roof. Strips of
sticky label were attached acting as roof joints and
cantrails from plastic card strips were added. After
masking off the body and birdcage, I gave the roof a coat
of grey primer with a dusting of dark weathering powder,
followed by a coat of matt lacquer.

Model before conversion

Underframe added

New roof overlaid

Prototype luggage van 719
- courtesy Bluebell
Railway Archive

I now turned my attention to the body which, being of
card construction, was very light. I added three 30g car
wheel balance weights through three openings made in
the floor and stuck them down with Evo-Stik impact glue.
Not apparent at first were two internal guards’ partitions.
These effectively made three separate compartments so,
even if the weights do become detached, they will remain
in their respective areas. The openings were sealed off by
sticking masking tape over them. Being very careful not to
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Centre axle arrangement

The finished model

Underframe detaildisturb the panelling, I rubbed down the body with fine
emery paper as unfortunately the original builder’s brush
paint job was not that good, with debris and paint bristles
being visible. Once this was done, I applied grey primer
followed by Railmatch SR Dark Olive for the sides, acrylic
black for the ends, acrylic walnut for the window
surrounds and a dusting of weathering powder to give a
well-worn look. Finally I applied the HMRS transfers and
finished with varnish. Last details to add were the end
handrails, door handles and latches on the luggage doors.

The underframe again is from a four wheel 422
Modelmaking resin kit and followed the same procedure
as above, except this time the solebar was lengthened  by
20mm by the inclusion of three laminated 7mm wide
coffee stirrers mid-way. Of course a centre axle was also
required. The buffers are one-piece non-sprung items
from the scrap box. With the experience of the brake third
ride height being too high, for this vehicle I drilled out the
bearing holes 7.5 mm from the bottom of the W irons for
the Peartree Engineering 3ft 7in wheels, thus making the
ride height equal between the two vehicles.

There have been countless articles in the past
regarding six-wheeled vehicles and how to make them
better negotiate curves etc, and my simple solution was
as follows. The centre whitemetal W irons came from the
scrap box and originated from an old coarse scale model.
I elongated the bearing holes to give them some vertical
movement. Unlike the outer axle bearings which are glued
in place, these bearings are free to float up and down, the
axle being held in place by squeezing the W irons
together, making sure there is free movement of the

wheels and a little side play and that the axle remains
secure. I then glued this arrangement in place. To alleviate
a possible tendency for the vehicle to see-saw, I used
wheels of 3ft 1in diameter. I attached a spring from
0.75mm wire, attached behind the dynamo and bearing
down on the top of the axle, to ensure the wheels stay in
contact on the track. Not rocket science but it works for
me!

These models will not win any prizes but that was never
the object of this exercise. The aim was to convert them
from a static bothies into presentable running models at
a minimal cost, which I think I have achieved. The only new
financial outlay was for the five Peartree Engineering axles
and a couple of 422 Modelmaking underframes.
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WINCHESTER MARKET is a fictional station built on what
was the downside Goods Yard of Winchester City station.
The station is based upon the idea that instead of the Mid
Hants line services running through to Southampton, the
services terminated at Winchester, in the dedicated
Market station.  The passenger area is basically an island
platform with an arrivals platform and a headshunt, to

WINCHESTER MARKET
BR(S) WESTERN

DIVISION

Jim Parris
Pictures by the 

author

move services across and into the departure platform.
There is also a converted motive power shed

(completely fictional), which would have been three roads.
This is now converted to a Parcels Concentration Depot
(PCD).  It has two roads, serviced by a central platform.

There is a further siding in the PCD, used for arrivals and
for the shunting engine to set up the next departing train

Winchester Market -
Checking siding lengths,
headshunt 
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Initial trackwork stage in the PCD area - Headshunt at rear

Building the substantial sized PCD - based on disused Loco shed

away from the busy Parcels Depot. I would have liked a
larger/longer sidings depot area, but space limitations
caused considerable planning to get the most in, without
overdoing the ‘feel’ of the layout.

The station and PCD lead onto the LSWR Mainline for a
short distance, up to the Winchester Junction for the Mid
Hants line.  The route from the Market station to the main
line would be joined approximately where the Baltic siding
at Winchester now is.

I hope to model the rest of the layout in due course. Due
to the length of my shed it is purely an end to end –
station/PCD to outside small fiddle yard.  

Stock and basic operation
In the period I model, 1970s-1980s, I use DEMU stock: a
three-car short Tadpole unit no. 1204 in all-over rail blue;
and a two-car Berkshire no. 1131 in blue/grey. In reality, the
three-car Tadpole (a Peter Clark model) would struggle
over the Mid Hants line, which is nicknamed the Alps for
good reason. But I was a Guard on these Units at Redhill,
so I definitely wanted one.

The Berkshire was a three-car, but is about one inch too
long to realistically shunt over on the headshunt, so I
decided to make this a two-car. In practical terms, that
would have been ample for the traffic for the line. This is
also a Peter Clark kit, purchased via a wanted ad with the
Guild.

The PCD traffic arrives usually behind a class 33 or
occasionally a class 50. Hopefully a class 73 will join, which
will mean putting in a 3rd rail which will be placed on the
long siding for the arrival-departure road. A class 73 has
enough power to diesel haul a 5- or 6-coach train but it
would be straining. So I will put the ‘juice’ on the PCD road
and arrival-departure siding, but not on the PCD shed
roads (avoid 3rd rail in yards if possible).

The parcels train will use the arrival-departure road, the
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Early stages, checking Pcd
building fits. Based on
Northern lights ex-MPD -
Skytrex sides, rest
scratchbuilt & heavily
weathered.

CL50 about to depart with
ECS papers. Berkshire
shunting to platform 2 via
headshunt

engine being released by the resident shunter 350hp 
Class 08.

Usually, the Driver and Secondman will stay with the
released engine, either waiting in the fiddleyard area or
being released light loco to Eastleigh for a Personal Needs
Break (PNB). The Guard will do the shunting, which isn’t a
complicated manoeuvre. In my role as a Guard I loved
vans and shunting, less so at night in the rain, with a
Channel storm lashing Dover Town Yard and my fingers
frozen, when trying to get the iced up vacuum pipes to
connect.

The passenger side and the PCD are not currently rail
connected, so are operated separately, but I hope to
model almost up to the junction with the LSWR main line.
That’s for the future. 

To operate the passenger line and PCD I took the
timings from the 1961/62 passenger timetable. As
mentioned earlier, I terminated the Mid Hants services at
Winchester. Only the first service and last service

Initial station building and basic station track
Construction of newer station building on bridge with 1204 in
Platform 2

33053 with ploughs. Awaits permission to set back to collect vans33064 awaits release by the PCD shunter
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‘unofficially’ use the City Station, as the DEMUs either
came from or were going to Eastleigh for stabling
purposes. This happened quite often in BR days. It just
needed all the crew and station staff to be aware of the
unofficial routing. If it saved a shunt move or two, then we
did it: we had nothing against the Staff Red Rule Book, but
it just saved time and effort, which we were all up for.

All the items, except stock, are hand built or scratchbuilt.
The PCD is made from Skytrex sides, with a first floor put
in for support, scratchbuilt northlights and roof, all plastic
card and clear acrylic and complete with pigeons, which
make quite a mess on top of the ridges.  The visible end
wall is a plastic card sheet. It's not quite right, but at the
moment it will do. Another project for another day.

The overbridge on the entry/exit outdoors was
scratchbuilt in plastic card, the station building is
scratchbuilt from plastic card. The building is long enough,
but I should have made it taller, so this will be replaced in
the fullness of time.

The canopy on the passenger platform is a Ferrero
Rocher lid, detailed and weathered, it does the job very
cheaply.

I have had a major health scare with an operation etc,

so I am slowly working up to model making for longer
periods as I am unable to reach comfortably across the
layout . Once fitter, I will tackle the rusting of the rails and
then the ballasting. 

I have the signals built for the layout. It doesn’t need
many at its current length but they control any conflicting
moves.  The main signal controlling the headshunt move
is a second-hand Boltons Bits double signal. The
remaining signals are in stock awaiting development of
the layout length or are non-operating ground dummies.

All diesels are DCC with sound, but in the shed, I don’t
often use sound as it is noisy unless the shed door is open;
but  they do sound terrific grumbling away outside.

The baseboards in the shed can be taken down and
split into three pieces approximately 4 x 2ft. They have
brass dowels to aid correct positioning and enable me to
remove the layout, should my wife and I relocate to look
after her elderly parents.

I have used a fair bit of modeller’s licence, but have
endeavoured within the space to ensure it is usable and
prototypical as a layout. Ultimately it is purely for my
enjoyment and takes me back to my days as a Guard at
Redhill, Tonbridge and Eastbourne. 

Class 08 awaits shunting
vans, Tadpole in
headshunt and more vans
in PCD road 1

CL08 releasing the parcels
train, but awaits departure
of class 50 on the ECS
paper train
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How I operate the layout and how it would work 
in real life
From his years of experience, Jim gives us detailed insights
into the workings of the real railway and relates them in his
imagination to the operation of his layout.

This is based on a typical shift as a Guard on a
parcels/mail train in and out of the PCD and also how we
worked the DEMUs with shunt moves etc.

I walk into the Crew Room, reporting to the
Timekeeper/Supervisor as I am now on duty and then go
into the locker room. I change either into uniform if I am
rostered on passenger work, or older clothes with thick
rubber gloves in my Guard’s bag; and  a long shunter’s
coat/smock to protect my clothes from the dreadful
gunge/gunk/dust/oil etc that is part and parcel of the
freight work.

Today I am on a Mail train to Winchester Market, then
will take a DEMU to Alton and back, pick up my mail train
and back to my Depot station; to be relieved by an onward
crew. So, I will wear uniform but take my smock and gloves
for the shunting duties.

I walk over to the Late Notices Board. I need to check
my duty hasn’t been altered from its normal working and
then check any speed restrictions, signal issues,
permanent way information etc.  All is fine for me today.
After a cuppa with my Driver and Secondman and there
might be time for a game of cards if we are lucky.

Time to get out on the station platform as our Parcels
train is due in 20 minutes. I ring the Signalman to find out
how our train is doing. He says it is 10 minutes early, so we,
the crew, all head out to the station. (It was not unusual
back then for Freight/Parcels to be early.)

A Class 33 hoves into view. I exchange pleasantries with
the Guard. There are six bogies on for approximately 185
tons, including parcels and mail. I advise my Driver of the
weight and length of the train.   With that, if time allows, I
check the tail lamp. If there is no time,  I trust the lamp is
there and lit. The next signalman will soon check us and
advise us if it's not.

33064 now released, will await the shunt move of the vans before
heading to holding siding (off scene)

Class 08 has the road to shunt ahead, releasing the vans engine
33064

Vans safely shunted into
the PCD. 33064 makes its
way out of the yard.
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I place myself in the back cab of the 33. When it is
warmer weather, I might ride in a BG or any carriage that
has a brake handle and a decent seat. There is nothing like
sitting about six vans back from the noisy engine: apart
from the wheel flange noises it is relatively quiet. However,
it’s a bit cool today so I will use the heater in the rear cab,
lovely.

My responsibility is the whole train. The Driver has
responsibility for the loco and the route, speed and
obeying signals. Mine is for the safety of the train and other
persons and trains in our vicinity.

After a pleasant journey we ease down for the junction
into Winchester Market, speed 20mph maximum to
branch away from the LSWR metals; and then 15mph to
branch off the platform line onto the PCD road. The Driver
applies the vacuum brake gently as we gently curve into
the arrival/departure road.

The train won’t all fit into the arrival road, so the shunt
engine will come onto the back, once I give him a hand
signal. I climb down from my rear cab, the Driver ‘drops
the handle ‘to release all the vacuum, so the train won't go
anywhere now. I release the vacuum pipes, returning the
loco and van pipes onto their holders, the coupling is just
too tight to release, so I stand next to the van, waving the
Driver back with both arms up and make a gesture as if I
was clapping: the ‘ease-the-buffers’ signal. Once done, I
again head under the buffers and release the coupling,
always using loco coupling when possible. If I need to
tighten it I will because I don’t want it striking track etc.

I give the Driver the thumbs up, so he knows I am clear
and the train is separated from his loco.

I now walk back to the rear of the vans. I see the lamp is

still lit, so I open up the case and blow it out to avoid
wasting paraffin and the wick.

I can see the 08 moving slowly up the line. He knows
the moves, as much as I do.  I wave to him, one arm waving
as if beckoning to him, he opens up the 08 - as it ‘gronks’
its way towards me. I stand clear. The Driver doesn’t need
me to wave him right on as its ‘old Bill’. If he can't judge his
08 by now then he never will, bless him.

With a very gentle thud the buffers meet, I attach the
coupling from the 08 and release both vacuum pipes from
the van and loco. It's like wrestling two elephant trunks but
there is an art.  I tuck one under an armpit, then together
they go. I don’t bother putting the locking pin in as we will
be shunting and the vacuum will keep them tight together
anyway. It's a strange sucking noise the loco pipe makes,
like an enormous vacuum cleaner until it clips shut on the
van pipe, then just a slight murmur and small vibration on
the pipes. Once hooked up, I stay by the point lever and
Bill takes the train clear whilst I wave him clear with a
circular motion at waist level. Okay time to stop – both
hands straight up in the air.

A good hard tug of the lever pulls the point blades over.
I kick them with my booted heel to ensure they are fully
over. I walk towards road 1, checking the points are set and
stand on the top of the PCD platform ensuring Bill has
sight of me all the time (that’s a very basic safety measure
– very foolish not to have the Driver in sight). I stop the train
comfortably short of the shed buffers, detach three vans
and set the train back down the line. I pull the road 2 lever
and wave the train back, stopping clear of the buffers
again. Once in the PCD platform I have a quick chat with
Bill. He knows I am off to Alton on a DEMU shortly, so I take

33064 heads to either the
yard or back to Eastleigh if
needing fuel.
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Looking along to PCD.
Class 08 in arrival and
departure road. Tadpole in
Platform 1, Berkshire in
headshunt

Tadpole 1204 forming a
service to Alton

off my shunter’s coat/smock and leave them in the 08: it's
not going anywhere.

The Driver and Secondman await permission to go light
engine to Eastleigh for their break. So I give them a
thumbs up. There will be no more shunting for a while so
they can safely go to the Ground dummy and ring the
signalman to get the road and set off. They don’t need to
pull any points; the loco will push the blades over as it’s
trailing to them.

I can hear the DEMU approaching the platform, so I walk
across to relieve the Guard as it comes in. It’s 1204, the
Tadpole. I get a handover from the Guard, nothing to
report, so its straightforward. As I walk to the back cab I
make sure all the passengers are out and all the doors are
shut.  The Driver gets the shunt dummy, so I give him two
buzzes on the Loudaphone intercom. He slowly pulls out
of the station and into the headshunt. Normally the Guard
will go in the propelling cab but, as the Tadpole is a really
tight fit, the Driver will need to pull up close to the buffers.

As we very slowly pass the points and controlling signal
to go into Platform 2, I give one long buzz on the
Loudaphone to tell the Driver to stop.  I give a quick toot
on the horn so the signalman is happy we are clear. The
point blades move over and the signal clears ‘off’. Three
short buzzes and we slowly propel into the platform, no
more than 5mph. As we approach the starter signal, I have
my finger poised on the Loudaphone; one single buzz and
we come to a nice stop.

I go into the porters’ room to make a billycan of brew
(there is always a huge old iron kettle with boiling water
on the go in every staff room) whilst the Driver puts red
blinds up at the rear and transfers himself to the front cab.

I offer the Driver a brew; Drivers never refuse. The
platform staff are talking to passengers and the station
intercom is announcing all stations to Alton on Platform 2.

Time to depart approaches. We have to wait on the
signal changing to off. There can be a delay here, as we
don’t want to slow down any express services on the
mainline. Eventually we get the Board ‘off’ and I get a hand
signal from the platform staff. I have my finger curled over
the bell code switch above the brakevan door, two clicks
to go and the Driver replies with two buzzes on the
Loudaphone (which is above my desk and fixed swivel
chair). The thumping engine echoes on the bridge as we
pass under. Gently heading onto the mainline we thump
our way to Winchester Junction. We pass a down fast
service, that’s good, should have a clear route to the Alton
line. Yes, the Driver is not easing off until we are about a
¼mile from the Junction, slowing only for the 20mph
speed restriction and to collect the single line token from
the signalman. I lean out of the brakevan window to see
the token given, as I need to ensure it’s onboard with the
Driver. He opens up the regulator to notch 2 and we head
across an embankment and into a deep cutting.

At each station passengers alight and join. In the
brakevan with me, I may have cycles, prams, parcels, mail
or another staff member travelling up to next station.
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Eventually we are up at Alton, the Driver changes ends
and pops to the loo. I make another billycan of tea and of
course give a brew to the Driver. The return trip is much
the same.  We end up on Platform 1 at Winchester Market
and the Guard I relieved earlier is there to take over again.

I wander across the track checking the Tadpole Driver
is aware I am there and pop over to the PCD.  The train is
ready, emptied and reloaded. I check all the doors are
closed and relight the tail lamp and place it on the rear of
the vans in road 1.  As the 08 is already on the vans in road
2, we will start with them. I ring the signalman. Although
we have total control in the yard, I need to know if our
outbound loco is about. It appears it has not left Eastleigh
yet, so plenty of time to shunt.

Back on with the shunting smock and gloves on too. So,
in a reverse of the shunt moves coming in, we pull our
vans out, I pull the lever to road 1 and wave Bill back. He is
some 100 feet away so relies on my hand signals. I wave
him back, slowing my arm motion as he gets close, maybe
10 feet, then I just wave my hand rather than my arm. As
he touches the buffers, I put both arms over my head and
slowly push them together, Bill then powers up gently to
squeeze the buffers. I hook up and place the vacuum
pipes together, this time putting the split pin in to clip shut.

Bill takes the train down to clear the arrival/departure
road points. I switch the points over, signal to Bill to set
back and wave him to about six feet from the buffers. They
are so old if we touched them, they would disintegrate.

I detach the 08 and wave Bill cheerio – he will put the
08 clear of our class 33 coming in shortly. He will be going
home to Eastleigh  on ‘the cushions’ on the next down
service .

I ring the signalman, yes, our 33 is coming through
Shawford, so only five minutes away. It's not wet, so I wait
by the vans.

The 33 comes slowly into the PCD road, I wave him onto
the vans, hook up and attach the vacuum pipes again. I
can hear the brakes slowly coming off the vans, but it
takes time to get to full vacuum at rear of the train. I walk
to the rear, checking the label clips of the vans, just in case
our C&W have added a speed limit or ‘not to be moved’
label on a van. I check the tail lamp is lit and adjust the
wick up a little, so it is bright. I then check the rear two vans
have their brakes off. It's done by kicking the brake blocks.
I then take off the vacuum pipe at the rear van and hear
the sucking whoosh as I do so – also I can hear brake
blocks moving, clever system. I leave the pipe open and
kick the rear blocks of two vans again. All good, I replace
the pipe and hear the brakes slowly releasing.

I report to the Driver, same as before six bogies for
about 185 ton. Jumping into the rear cab, we ease towards
the ground dummy and the Driver toots his horn. The
signalman is on the ball and gives us the road, he knows
we won't hang about with this light load.

As we approach our home depot station, I gather all my
personal belongings and Guard’s bag. I jump down from
the cab, exchange pleasantries or rude remarks,
depending how well I know the relieving Guard and walk
with the Driver and Secondman to the depot.

Here we make yet another brew then we change,
recheck the next shift start time and any notifications
before signing off duty and home via the pub for a nice
pint of bitter...or two.

Several parcel trains & pcd
shunter.
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EVERY SO OFTEN my Dad and I will collaborate on a
project. We are usually solitary modellers and have quite
different styles. Whereas I like laser-cut kits he likes the
challenge of scratch-building as much as he can.  We had
collaborated on a similar project a few months prior, which
was received very well, so we decided to do another. We
expanded it a little, with the inclusion of a loco shed along
with the coaling stage.  The chosen prototype was a
product of the government’s Loans and Guarantees Act

ABERPANDY
LOCOMOTIVE

SHEDMartin &
Stephen Fay

Pictures by the
authors

that the Great Western took full advantage of to help to
upgrade the facilities of its locomotive sheds.  

My Dad uses ply, plastic card and card for the
structures, with embossed plastic card for the cladding.
The layout is only 6 x 2ft and we’ve managed to
accommodate quite a bit on it. Dad used PECO flexitrack
throughout. The layout arrived with me with the buildings
in place and the track laid.  I then set about the ground
cover, building up the ash ballast using my tried and
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trusted method of kiln dried sand and talc to form the
base. This is sprayed, painted and weathered using MIG,
AK and Humbrol paints and weathering powders.  I enjoy
making shed scenes, recreating the filth and gunge
associated with them. The buildings were also weathered
or toned down depending on location. Greenery items,
mainly scrub weeds, were added and details came from
ModelU, Duncan’s models and PECO. 

Photographing models in natural sunlight really brings
them to life. I took a few in the garden but I couldn’t
disguise my house as the backdrop. Living in South Wales
I’m only a few minutes from a mountain, so I packed the
layout in the car along with an ironing board and headed
off. Setting up, I did get a few funny looks from passers-
by and one who stopped to ask to take a few pictures
himself! The background really sets off the model and
adds that feeling of being high up in the Welsh hills and
that’s where the fictional name came from. 
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AFTER my Dad and I completed Aberpandy we both
returned to our own personal projects. A few weeks later
we had a conversation about doing something else
between us. I expressed my wishes to do something
around a station as I had not done one in 7mm. My Dad
on the other hand had completed a few. His model of

Martin and
Stephen Fay

Pictures by the
authors

Bridgnorth can still be seen at most Gauge O Guild
shows, on the Severn Valley Railway stand.  With us both
being primarily ex-GW modellers we both thought it
would be a good idea to try another region. As we both
have more than a passing interest in the old Somerset
and Dorset Railway it seemed like a good choice.

CREECHLY
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However, I think the model could pass for a lot of places
on the Southern. 

A few weeks later and my Dad had already scratch built
the goods shed, and the signal box was underway. Not
long after, he had a 6 x 2ft ply board framed up and the
track platforms and station building had been added, all
built using card, ply and Slater’s Plastikard overlays; plus
a base of ground cover for the scenery. At this point I took
over. First job was to ballast and weather the track using a
blend of 7mm and 4mm scale ballast. I weathered it in the
usual way using masking tapes and Howes  Railmatch
frame dirt, sleeper grime and weathered black.  A base
layer of sand was added to the platform tops and the shed

yard. Next up were the scenics. I started with a base layer
of Noch 2.5mm summer grass and then a blend of
miniNatur spring, summer and straw coloured grass,
applied with a static grass applicator. These strands are
4.5mm and 6mm long. I then added bushes and growth
from various suppliers and some superb trees from MBR
to set the scene. I wanted to portray it in the last years
before closure, when things started to be a little run down.
The siding is overgrown as the goods service is not used
as much and there are tufts of grass appearing along the
permanent way and around the buildings. Little details like
ModelU chimney pots, vegetables growing in the
signalman’s allotment and a Midland Railway buffer stop
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from Ragstone models help set the scene. Probably my
favourite part is the telegraph poles which are all wired up
using EZ Line elasticated wire.  As this is a small station,
only the local services would have called, the more
prestigious trains would have passed by at speed.  I didn’t
intend to name the layout but when describing the build
on various forums it’s easier to follow if I do. So I decided
on Creechly, as a take on Evercreech, one of, if not the
most well-known place along the old S&D. Sankey scenics
provided the custom station signage along with slightly
rusted enamel signs. 

This has been a thoroughly enjoyable project and

hopefully shows again what can be achieved in a
relatively small area in 7mm scale.  The sense of space
was created by photographing the model outside.
Luckily, not far from where I live are rolling country fields
and even though it is South Wales it has the feel of North
Somerset and that greatly helps with the illusion.  A few
friends provided the stock for some of the pictures as my
own collection of GW locos is certainly not appropriate. I
must say a big thanks to them for providing them. It may
also be possible to see Creechly at some of the S&D
Trust events on the Mid Hants Railway, with its new
owners. 
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Two small modelling pliers; wire, several
widths; wire cutters; florist’s tape; silicone
sealer; paint; dyed wool; flock; PVA glue; and
hairspray.

I take lots of photographs and look at trees,
this is the research that you need to make
trees a success.

TREE-BUILDING 
FROM SCRATCH

 GAZETTE 'HOW TO' GUIDE

Suzie Batters
Photos by the author

First, wrap the wire between two dowels.
Once you have enough lengths, slip one end
off the dowel and place it into the chuck of
a drill. Then gently spin the wire,
remembering not to over twist as the wire
will then split. You need only to have
enough turns to make it manageable to
use. Take the wire out of the drill and off the
other end of the dowel.

Next cut the required lengths that you need
to make the tree. I do sometimes use a
variety of widths of wire. When you have the
lengths that you need, pop a little  tape on
the bottom to secure the end. This makes it
easier to handle. 

I start to produce the branches by taking
some wire out to the side and forming the
fingers of the branches. This is a slow
process so take your time and don’t rush it.

The next stage is to make sure that the tree
is looking like a tree. Make sure that the
trunk tapers just like a tree does.
Remember to always research the tree.

  What you need

  Construction

Once you are at this stage then you are
ready to construct the tree. I start from the
trunk and work to the top of the tree. The
tape that I use is florist’s tape, the one with
little stick to it.
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Once you are happy with the way it looks
then coat it in frame sealant mixed with a
little bit of water to make a manageable
paste. Please don't add too much as this
will drag back down to the bottom. I
normally do one layer then wait and repeat
this until I am happy. Concentrate on
building out the trunk.

Leave the tree for a few days to harden,
then you are ready to paint it. The colour
depends on which tree you are creating. I
use an airbrush to apply a brown base then
dry brush the detail onto the tree. Again this
is not to be rushed as the detailing takes
time.

When the paint is dry you can start to add
the foliage. I use sheep's wool and dye the
sheep's wool various shades of green. I then
mix a few of the shades and stick the
sheep’s wool onto the tree with PVA glue. To make this stick you spray the tree with

hairspray. I use the cheapest I can find.
Doing this in sections will give you the best
result. Once the tree looks right give it one
really good spray, then you are done.

Enjoy looking at your finished creation.

By now it will look like a tree. I add the
foliage from CM3 models, which I have
found to be one of the best. Others are
available on-line, at shows or in the shops
according to your preference.
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FOR THE FIRST TIME the Guild held a competition to
remember Bob Alderman, who was a keen user of new
technology and an active member of the Guild, the
Technical Team and a frequent contributor to the Gazette.
Entries were asked for during the year, and judged just
before Guildex 2022, where the results were announced.
Bob’s fellow club member Dave Haines and myself did the
judging scoring each entry using a score card. The award
was presented to the winner by Bob’s wife, Sheila
Alderman.

The award is made annually for the best use of
technology in a modelling project by a member of the
Gauge O Guild. The purpose is to encourage and
recognise the adoption of new technology in O gauge
modelling, where it makes for better modelling, operation,
or simply more fun.

What is new technology? Broadly, any technology
which has become widely available in the last 20 years,
including improvements in existing technology. 

Examples include (but aren’t limited to):
• 3D printing
• Laser engraving and cutting
• Electronics – servo/stepper motors, cheap powerful

microprocessors, computer and wireless interfaces etc.
• Computer software/data communications
• Robotics and AI
• New finishes

The judging criteria included:
• The technology must be applied to good effect, either:

Increasing the realism or quality of the modelling or
Increasing the realism or quality of operation

• Opening new possibilities for reproducing the prototype
or its operation on a layout

• Increasing the fun to be had from railway modelling
• The project as a whole should be well executed – well-

built and finished
• The results should demonstrably work well

Extra points were given if it is capable of being applied by
averagely competent modellers to further the hobby, and
extra points for novelty – has it been done before?
There were 6 entries all of a very high standard, which
made the judging of the winner very hard. The entries
were:
• Electronic passenger information displays by Graham

Clark
• Production of a rake of Covhop wagons by 3D printing

by Graham Clark
• Lighthouse by Peter Reynolds
• Loch Lochy Block Instruments & Auto Ken by Julian

Best
• Traverser controlled by Arduino and Stepper motor by

Keith Newton

James Aitken
Pictures by the author

• Prestleigh Viaduct by John Meakin
After some deliberation, the winner was Julian Best, with
Auto Ken described next. Runner up was the Electronic
Passenger Display by Graham Clark, and the commended
entry was the Traverser by Keith
Newton.

 WINNER 
Block Instruments 
and Auto Ken
Julian Best

My layout is a branch line terminus
which can be operated by two or
more people but most of the time it
is just me. I wanted to employ block instruments and
token exchange equipment for realism, but I needed a
way to operate them when I was by myself.

The solution was to create a device that uses Arduinos
(a small microcontroller) to listen for incoming block bells,
recognise the pattern of beats, and respond accordingly,
either by responding with bells or issuing a token. The
device was christened Auto Ken after a railway signalling
engineer friend.

The first requirement to make this work was to create a
web-based application, with an MS SQL Server database
back-end, to store routes, timings between stations,
timetables and bell codes. Further information was required
to make this work, such as train classes, so timetables could
be built up from individual routes. A further complication
was that I needed this to work either when following a
timetable or when I was just running trains “spontaneously”.
Therefore, there are two modes – Timetable Mode is based
upon timings that trains are supposed to be running
against, whereas Spontaneous Mode uses received bell
codes to respond, with appropriate trains chosen from what
is available within the routes. 

It then occurred to me that a further enhancement
would be to add train describers as all the information

THE BOB
ALDERMAN

AWARD

Figure 1. Auto Ken enabled and waiting for a route to be
set. Different classes of Down trains can be selected for
spontaneous moves by using the red knob. Currently a
Class 1 train has been chosen.
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22required was in the database. A web page was created to
resemble the old-style information systems of a black
screen with yellow text. The Raspberry Pis are each
running a web browser in kiosk mode, with a small 7in LCD
touch screen used as a dedicated display at each station.

The next relatively easy step was to add automatic
audio train announcements at the stations. Because the
station information for the route was in the database,
along with the scheduled time, audio announcements
could be created by combining individual audio files of
stations, times, and phrases. This amounted to over 200
separate audio files. Announcements can be chosen to be
made before a train departs, when a train is shortly
arriving, after a train has arrived and when a train has been
delayed or cancelled. In addition, random audio
announcements can be made to remind people not to
drop litter or leave luggage unattended etc. ‘Reason for
delays’ announcements are chosen at random and if a
delay lasts more than a few minutes then the reason for
the delays will randomly change!

Sheila Alderman
presenting the award to
Julian Best at Guildex,
Stafford in September
2022

Figure 2. The Loch Lochy block instrument with an Up
Train token issued and ready to depart for Fort William.
The ‘Right Away’ indication means a token has been
issued and the starter signal is off. Until the train leaves
the token can be returned, by holding down the ‘Train
Cancel’ button for three seconds. The text in the display
indicating the route scrolls to the right when required, to
display all the information.

A version of electric token block instruments is provided
at each station as that was prototypical for the West
Highland Line. Again, Arduinos are used, along with
Ethernet shields and small LCD displays. Each block
instrument retrieves train and timetable information from
the database via their Ethernet connection, but bell rings
are transmitted via dedicated wires to the next block
instrument. 

To issue a token, a request is made by a block
instrument sending a bell code, for example 3-1. The
receiving box would then repeat the code 3-1 but hold the
bell down for the last beat. This flashes the ‘Token Issue’
button in the originating box and, by pressing the button,
the operator can accept the token. This also allows the
signals to be cleared if interlocking is enabled. Holding
down the plunger for the last beat is prototypical but here
physical tokens are not issued, rather they are electronic
and shown by indications on each block instrument. 

A 2-2 bell code is sent either manually (or automatically
from Auto Ken) when the train is entering the next section,
and this is indicated on the display and by the illumination
of the appropriate lamps on the block instrument.

When the train arrives the box sends a 2-1 bell, holding
down the last beat, which allows the ‘Token Return’ button
to flash. Pressing the button replaces the token and
completes the move.

The bell sounds are mp3 files played out by the
Arduinos, which allows different bell sounds to be used
and for the volume to be changed.

All the bell codes and token exchanges are logged by
the database, which is useful when it comes to diagnosing
any issues which may occur.

When the layout is operated by one person, Auto Ken
acts as a block instrument. It understands bell codes and,
because it is also connected to the database via the
network, it knows whether it is working in Timetable or
Spontaneous Mode. In Timetable Mode it will act
autonomously to initiate bell sequences and token
requests based upon time information. In Spontaneous
Mode it can either initiate a bell sequence when a route is
set, when the Train Down button is pressed, or it can
automatically respond to an Up Train request when ‘call
attention’ (1 bell) is sent from the other box. In this situation
Auto Ken will identify a suitable route based upon
information in the database and the bell code, and this will
trigger the train describer displays and the audio
announcements. In spontaneous mode the only
intervention required for Auto Ken is to choose the class
of Down Train. This is done via a rotary encoder on its front
panel.

The audio announcements system works via a small
application that runs on a PC. The layout is controlled
using TrainController software, so a PC is always on when
operating the railway. The application, which sits in the
system tray, is written in C# and also connects to the SQL
database to retrieve train information. Individual audio files
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are stitched together on the fly, to create complete
announcements – in much the same way as can be heard
today on real stations.

This system has increased the realism of the layout by
adding prototypical bell and token exchanges even when
operating solo. It has also provided train information
describers and audio station announcements which are
generated simply by initiating a bell exchange. I believe it
demonstrates how modern technology can greatly add
enjoyment to the hobby. 

Please watch and listen to the video. Search for “Auto
Ken” (with the double quotes) on YouTube.

RUNNER UP
Electronic passenger
information displays
Graham Clark

Modern trains are equipped with
electronic destination displays on the
front and often on the sides as well.
As I was building a modern unit, the CAF class 195, I
thought it would be interesting to make these displays
work on the model. I used small OLED displays which
were about the right size and are driven by an electronic
interface called I2C. This only requires four wires to each
display but needs a processor to generate the necessary
data to drive them. I used an Arduino as these are readily
available and easy to program.

I built a simple DCC interface to the Arduino and used a
third-party library to decode the DCC messages. The
destinations to display on the train are selected from a set
of five pre-set ones I programmed in, by using DCC
functions; for example pressing F8 will display Sheffield
and F9 is Lincoln. If there is no DCC signal (ie it is running
on DC), then the displays show ’Not in service’.

The coach side displays also show the coach letter (A
or D for a 2-car unit). This means that it is necessary to
address the displays in each coach separately. This should
be easy with I2C, but the displays I used were all pre-set

to the same address. I therefore used the digital outputs
of the Arduino to enable each display in turn, so the
program writes ’A Sheffield’ to coach A’s displays, then ’D

Figure 3. The Spean
Bridge block instrument
displaying the same
move. If there were
more physical stations
on my railway then
there would be another
block instrument to the
next section. Here the
text has scrolled to the
right to display the
“William” part of “Loch
Lochy – Fort William”.

Sheffield’ to coach D and finally just ’Sheffield’ to the front
and back displays.

This technology is very easy to use, not expensive and
offers the modeller quite a lot of scope on present-day
layouts.

Bob Alderman Award runner up - electronic passenger
information displays, the work of Graham Clark.
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The first wagon to be
finished (though this still
lacks the end frames
below the buffer
beams, as these were a
late addition to the
model).

COMMENDED
Production of a rake of Covhop
wagons by 3D printing
Graham Clark

I needed a group of Diagram 1/210 Covhop wagons for
my layout, as they appear in several freight train photos
of the line. I could not find a kit for this wagon and I
needed a group of them, so I looked at making a 3D
computer model that I could print using a 3D filament
printer. I used Fusion 360 software to generate the model,
using a BR weight diagram drawing and photos for
reference. I drew the model full size, so that section sizes
and other dimensions could be input in real units. I then
scaled the model to 1:43.5 just before printing. Some
compromises on plate thicknesses must be taken as the
printer nozzle is 0.2mm diameter and this limits the
minimum thickness that can be printed. Some details
therefore have to be modelled overscale so that they get
printed.

I considered the best way to split the model in order to
get the best quality print, as the orientation of the
component affects the print quality; for example the
curved roof was split into two ends and printed vertically

so the printer could follow the curve. If printed horizontally,
the curve would have been made up of visible layers.
Each roof half has two 4mm diameter holes in the mating
ends, into which short lengths of brass tube are inserted
to accurately align the two parts.

The biggest part was the main hopper, which I printed
upside down. I set the wall thickness to give a finished
thickness of 2mm. This is a 12 hour print! The chassis was
printed as two solebars, the floor, two buffer beams and
two end frames which go below the buffer beam. The
GOG demonstration of 3D CAD at Kettering show was
useful as it showed me how to organise the various parts
into components that could easily be manipulated for
printing. Commercial wheels, couplings and turned brass
buffer heads were used.

Filament prints show lines on the surface from the print
layers, and these were filled by spraying with Halfords filler
primer and rubbing down. The roof was attached to the
body and the joint smoothed over before spraying the
hopper bauxite. The chassis was sprayed black and the
model assembled using superglue. Home-made transfers
were printed on laser transfer paper and applied before
weathering the wagon with weathering powders (shown
in the picture above).

2022
Guildex is back!
This year’s Guildex
was the first live
two-day show
since  2019 and the
first time in our new
venue at Stafford.
Everyone looked
pleased to be
meeting up again. 
The show was well
attended and
traders reported
brisk busniess on
both days.
There’s a full
Guildex round up in
your Guild News,
including the
competition
winners.
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Tim Stubbs
Photos by the author

2-HAL EMU 2699
approaches the terminus
at Peacehaven, with the
numerals lit, showing
headcode 28

Components used to
provide the headcode
illumination

I AM a self-confessed hoarder. There is so much useful
stuff around, and I cannot bring myself to chuck things
away! This applies to coffee stirrers, of course, and
consider those lovely small plastic boxes which come with
Slater’s wheelsets, containing and protecting the axle-end
bearing brasses. The boxes look so useful and it must be
possible to put them to use. Ah! Just the job headcode
lights on the Peacehaven EMU fleet. 

The headcode displays themselves are made up of a
sandwich comprising a piece of thin white plastic card,
then stencil or computer printed digits to suit the route to
be displayed and finally a piece of clear plastic card at the
back. The displays require illumination to make them
effective as, with no light showing through, the
appearance is of a white blank, which needs to be shown
only at the rear of a train. To display the headcode number,
illumination is required. Using an LED, this can be fed from
the traction circuit in the train so that the light comes on
when the unit is moving forwards.

The headcode numerals themselves are set out on the
computer in a Word document and printed white on black.
The font can be selected to suit, and I have found that ‘Tw
Cen MT Condensed Extra Bold’ in 24pt size gives a

reasonably proportioned display for a 7mm scale EMU.
Alternatively, stencil numerals for Gauge O are available
and are supplied in some EMU kits.

HOW TO COOK UP
HEADCODE LIGHTS

FOR AN EMU

 GAZETTE 'HOW TO' GUIDE
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Plastic box 21 x 21 x 8mm, from a Slater’s wheelset
3mm diameter white LED
0.5W resistor (suitable for the LED e.g. 680 ohm)
Miniature plug and socket
A dab of paint (not black)

Tools
A drill or pin chuck with 1mm bit
Soldering iron, solder and flux
Wire snips and small crocodile clip
Glue such as UHU
Coffee stirrer stick for applying paint 
(saves using a paint brush)

1

2

3

4

6

5

Drill two 1mm diameter holes in the back of one 
flange of the plastic box, offset a little to one side. 

Bend up the legs of the LED and resistor as shown 
in the photograph. At this stage, the polarity of the LED
is not important, as this is decided later, when the plug
and socket are installed. 

Solder one leg of the resistor to one leg of the LED, 
as shown in the photograph. The LED is best  protected
by a heat-sink during soldering, for  example by using
a small crocodile clip across its  leads. Snip off the
surplus wire from the LED. 

Thread the legs of the LED and resistor through the 
holes previously made in the plastic box.

Solder the miniature plug to the two wires emerging 
from the box. 

Solder the miniature socket to a feed from the 
traction wiring of the train, positioned to the rear of 
the cab. 
Conduct a trial run to determine the correct polarity 
of the light circuit, reversing the plug if needed.
Once the polarity is correct (light illuminates with 
the vehicle moving forwards) mark one side of the  plug
and socket with a dab of paint to show the correct
position. 
Install the completed box into the cab of the EMU by
gluing it inside the body, behind the headcode display.
Leave for glue to set.

59
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I HAD LONG planned to have working semaphore
signals on my layout. I built it without signals but once it
was working satisfactorily, I started to think of how to go
about adding them. I had used MERG CBUS from the
start, to control points and section relays, so adding a few
servo-controlled signals was not a problem; but I wanted
the signals to be more than decorative elements.

What I describe below includes the heart of the
system, which can be implemented without needing
CBUS or any other digital control. A version with relays
and switches only will still give the operational benefits
of three-section signals. Adding digital control of some
kind can give the additional benefit of automatically
setting the road ahead of the changed signal to be safe,
meaning the operator is freed from the responsibilities
of real signallers. Simply put, it gives a form of automatic
interlocking which is nevertheless hidden from the
operator. I won’t describe that here but will stick to the
basics.

I like simplicity of operation, so I didn’t want a full
simulation of a signal box. As I have West Wilts GOG
visitors who like to put their trains on the track and run
them for themselves, ease of use matters for them too. 

For safe operation I wanted the signals to control the
track power, as a minimum to prevent a loco running
past a signal that should have halted it. This is known as
‘Signal Passed at Danger’ (SPAD) protection but, as I will
describe, more can be achieved.

The Three-section Signal
First, a few words on terminology. In the prototype, a
signal is ‘on’ when it is set to danger and ‘off’ when it is
set to proceed. However, as we control model trains
through power to the track, it too can be on or off. To
avoid confusion I will use the terms ‘Stop’ and ‘Go’ for
signals, with apologies to the many modellers who
prefer prototype signalling terminology. I will also use the
word ‘section’ to mean a length of track which can be
electrically isolated from other sections. These do not
play quite the same role as prototypical ‘blocks’. I will
sometimes refer to a ‘signal section’, meaning a short
section adjacent to a signal. The signal section is

THREE-SECTION
SIGNALS FOR DC

CONTROL

Philip Willis
Photos by the author

An earlier version
of this article

appeared in the
MERG Bulletin. I
am pleased to

acknowledge their
help with that

version, some of
which will be

reflected in this
version.

electrically isolated when the semaphore is set to Stop
and energized with the signal set to Go. I will use the
term ‘intermediate section’ for a section between two
signal sections, powered from either signal.

The basis of all my signal wiring is the arrangement in
Figure 1 which, in addition to the signal, shows track
sections and the relay contacts that power them. The
signal sits next to an electrically isolated length of track,
B, which is powered only when the signal is set to Go.
This is a signal section. There is another section A on the
approach to the signal and a third section C beyond the
signal. These too are each powered from different
contacts on the same relay (or switch) when the signal is
at Go.

Using a relay to isolate a section of track near a signal
is not a new idea. Cyril Freezer describes it in one of his
books [C. J. Freezer, Model Railway Signalling, Patrick
Stephens Ltd, 1991, reprinted 1992]. What he describes
is a one-section signal: only power to B in Figure 1 is
controlled by the signal; the two adjacent sections A and
C are always live to the controller. He was though very
clear that, although turning the signal section power off
prevented SPADs, the real benefit was isolating a loco to
let the same controller move other locos.

As will be seen, greater operating flexibility will come
from extending this one-section concept to three
sections of track, A, B and C in Figure 1. But an
immediately obvious problem is that sections A and C
must be additionally controlled from somewhere other
than this one signal, or nothing could move, in front of or
behind a loco held at the stop signal.

Suppose we have a Home signal and a Starter signal,
Figure 2, one on the approach to the station and one at
the departure end respectively.

As shown, we can arrange for intermediate section C
to be powered when either or both signals are set to Go.
Then, for example, when the Starter shows Stop but
Home shows Go, we can bring a train in from the left,
drive it through A and B and stop it in anywhere in C
before the Starter. Now suppose we protect the rear by
setting the Home to Stop but release the train by setting
the Starter to Go. The train can move into D and onward
to E, from wherever it stopped in C.

If these are the only one or two signals on the track,
we can dispense with the two outermost relay contacts
controlling A and E and wire those sections directly to
the controller. We can bring a train in from the left as far
as the Home. If the Home is set to Stop, the signal’s
section prevents a SPAD. If the Home is set to Go, the
train can proceed as far as the Starter. If the Starter is set
to Stop, its signal section prevents a SPAD. So far, so
useful but routine.

Now however, something else is possible. If we
deliberately park the loco in the Starter’s signal section

Figure 1 – Basic
signal section
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D, with the Starter at Stop, the loco is isolated for as long
as that Stop remains. In turn this means we can bring a
second loco in from the rear through A and B, on the
same controller, and use it within C to remove or add
stock to the train in front on D. We are beginning to see
some operational benefits, beyond simple SPAD control.

Using Two Controllers
Let’s look at a slightly more complicated example, to see
why that intermediate section, C in Figure 2, offers more
than we have seen so far. Figure 3 represents a branch
line feeding into a main line. We have two controllers,
red and blue, needing access to the shared intermediate
section, but not at the same time.

The diagram illustrates how the blue controller can
feed power to the intermediate section of the main line.
That section will be adjacent to the platform. This
permits the branch loco to reach the Starter, while the
main line loco is isolated at its Home. Once it has waited
for its passengers to board or disembark, the branch
train can move forward on the main line when the Starter
is set to Go. Alternatively, if there is sufficient room on the
main track, a train can be held on the mainline by the
Starter. If the loco is isolated in the Starter’s signal
section, with a couple of coaches behind it, then a
branch line loco can be brought behind using the blue
controller, to remove the coaches and take them onto
the branch.

The method readily extends to more controllers, each
powering its own part of the track. The photograph
shows the main panel for my four-controller layout, with
green, yellow, red and blue controllers. The red/green
LEDs show the state of a signal. The yellow LEDs show
the route selected by a point. At this level it really does
help to have some intermediate digital system doing the

route setting in response to your changing a signal,
especially a programmable one because you will find
circumstances which you hadn’t anticipated.

I use CBUS to ensure mutually exclusive access to the
shared intermediate sections. Setting either approach
signal to Go should set the other to Stop. Their respective
relays also need to be set or cleared in the same fashion.
It is still possible to set both signals to Stop and open all
relays to remove power from all tracks. It is also arranged
so that all signals can be set to go around the two main
circuits, for those days when you just want the trains to
run. Other ways of achieving safe operation may be
possible, such as a diode matrix, or indeed careful
operators!

Further examples of using three-section signals to
control track power may be found in the Guild Knowledge
Base Wiki, in the Layout Building: Signals section.

Figure 2 – Home and
starter signals

Four power controllers

Figure 3 – Branch line
signalling
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THIS IS NOT the treatise of an expert, but the account of
a novice building his first live steam locomotive boiler,
written in the hope that it will help other newcomers to
Live Steam. 

The chosen prototype was an LNER class A5 4-6-2T
(formerly GCR class 9N). In order to reduce heat loss, the
boiler was to be enclosed in an outer casing, separated by
an air gap. Figure 1 shows the general idea. Before sliding
the boiler into its casing, it was wrapped with reflective foil
to further reduce heat radiation (Figure 2). Because the
cab interior of a tank locomotive is inaccessible, the
regulator, and also the blower valve incorporated in it, are
operated through the sliding ventilation hatch in the cab
roof. The regulator is of the poppet-valve type, mounted
on the back-head, in place of the more usual screw-down
regulator located inside the boiler. A drawing of the

BUILDING A LIVE
STEAM BOILER

Tony Peck
All pictures by the
author, except as

indicated

complete boiler arrangement is shown in Figure 3. It is
based on the semi-dry-back boiler described in the
Gazette’s Eddie Cooke articles.

Fortunately, 1½in outside diameter copper tubing just
fitted inside the 0.3 mm tinplate casing of the model, but
the 1/16 in wall thickness of available tubing is excessive, so
it was turned down in the lathe to 0.8mm wall thickness,
leaving just a short ring of 1½in diameter at the front to
support the outer casing. The tube was held in the three-
jaw chuck, with a hardwood plug to prevent crushing. The
other end was closed by a more precise plug running on
the tailstock centre. Cutting fluid (available in aerosol cans)
was brushed on often to prevent the tool from jamming,
and two cuts were taken at medium speed, using the self-
feed. (Figure 4).

Flanging the front tube-plate was also done in the lathe,

1

2

If you do not have
the necessary skills

for live steam
boilers please have
someone with the

relevant experience
help you, as Tony

did.
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using a home-made roller in the tool-post. A roughly cut
disk of 1.2mm copper sheet, first annealed by heating red
hot, was pressed against a lump of steel of appropriate
diameter held in the chuck, the pressure being applied by
the tail-stock. With the work turning at medium speed the
roller was advanced to form the flange (Figure 5). The
flange was then trimmed to fit the barrel precisely (Figure
6), and bored for the flue (Figure 7).

Figure 8 shows the boiler parts prior to assembly. The
rear tube plate was bored in the lathe before being cut to
shape, the piece of copper being screwed to a bit of wood
held in the 3-jaw chuck. A wooden former was used to
bend the annealed copper firebox wrapper, then to
support it while it was being drilled for the 4mm transverse
water-tubes. The back-head
plate, also 1.2mm copper,
was shaped to support the
Belpaire part of the boiler

3

4 5 6

7

8
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The next step was to assemble the firebox to the copper
back-head, together with the steam pipes and tapped
bushes (Figure 12), using four brass pins in the back-head
to ensure correct positioning of the firebox. This time the
lower-temperature 55% silver-solder was used.

Now the flue was silver-soldered to the firebox, using
nails and supports to maintain correct alignment (Figure
13). The brazing hearth is three lightweight building blocks
from a local builders’ merchant. Nails can be knocked into
this material to hold even small parts while brazing.

And now to the final
assembly of the boiler –
Figure 14.

This is where it started to go
wrong! I had failed to notice
(on my own drawing!) that
where the main steam pipe
emerged from the back-head,
it fouled the boiler barrel.
Even after filing away as much
of the pipe and the barrel as I
dared the result was that the
barrel is pushed slightly off-
centre. My alignment pins had
served for nothing. To move
the steam pipe would have
meant scrapping the already-
made regulator-blower-valve
unit. I couldn’t face starting
again, so the error had to stay.

While the DIY blowlamp
had easily coped with all the
silver-soldering so far, it just
couldn’t produce enough heat

casing. It has a door-hole, holes for the steam pipes and
bushes, and also holes for 1.2mm brass pins to precisely
locate the firebox and barrel during subsequent silver-
soldering.

Assembly
I bought 55% (630ºC) silver solder from a model
engineering supplier, but also had a stick of 45% (660ºC)
from a local DIY store. Both were used with Easyflow flux.
The firebox wrapper, front-plate and cross-tubes were
scrupulously cleaned, fluxed, then assembled, using
twisted wire to hold everything together (Figure 9). The
source of heat was a DIY blowlamp with a cartridge of
Butane/Propane mix, which gives a flame temperature of
around 1700ºC. I used the higher melting-point 45% silver
solder in order that the firebox wouldn’t fall apart when
being joined to the other parts later. 

After soldering and while still hot, it was dipped in diluted
sulphuric acid for 30 seconds to remove the hardened flux,
then rinsed in water. Sulphuric acid is now difficult to obtain,
but I believe that citric acid can be used for the same
purpose. (Sulphuric acid is hazardous, even in dilute form,
which is one reason why it is not readily available.
Powdered citric acid is easily found in your local pharmacy
but wear eye protection against it spitting while hot). The
finished firebox can now be used as a template for cutting
out the bottom of the boiler barrel to accommodate it, as
the cut-out must be a close fit on the firebox. 

The flue-tube is 18mm outside diameter 1mm copper
tube, which is a standard plumbing size here in France. It
has seven vertical water tubes of 4mm diameter. I know
that Eddie Cooke, in his Gazette articles, shows the tubes
staggered rather than in-line, but keeping them in line
leaves more room for the super-heater elements, and I
doubt that the difference in efficiency is perceptible. The
higher-temperature 45% silver solder was used for the flue
assembly. Figure 10 shows the set of sub-assembled parts.

The flue was now tested for leaks, because if leaking
water-tube joints are discovered later on in the assembled
boiler they will be impossible to repair. For the test, the
ends were closed by metal plates and
rubber gaskets, retained by external
tie-rods (Figure 11). The whole was
pressurised with compressed air
and immersed in a bucket of
water. In this case, all was well –
no bubbles.

9

10

11

12

There are still limited
numbers for sale of 

7mm Live Steam. The
Eddie Cooke Articles

This illustrated 80
page A4 book can be

purchased on the
Guild website for just

£3.45 + P&P
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punctured the wall of the internal pipe, so it had to be
sealed off and abandoned. In its place, the blower is now
supplied by the external ‘vacuum ejector’ pipe, which is
probably a more elegant solution.

After pickling in acid and
washing, the finished boiler was
ready for hydraulic test. This was
done with a home-made water
pump of the type commonly fitted

in a tender. As the working pressure was to
be 4-5 bar, it was pressure-tested to 11 bar
(160psi in Old English), the maximum my
gauge can read (Figure 15).
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to make the joint between the barrel and the
firebox/back-head – too much mass of copper. So, I
splashed out on a bottle of propane, regulator and
industrial blowtorch, nearly £100. This did the job, but
perhaps a cheaper solution would have been a

second DIY blowlamp to be held by
a (trustworthy) assistant to heat the rest
of the boiler while the final joint was
being silver-soldered.

The next thing to go wrong was that I
somehow managed to block the blower

pipe with silver solder. An attempt to drill it out

13

14

15
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Superheater
The central position of the vertical water-tubes in the
boiler flue made it possible to install a twin-element
superheater. The tubes are 2.5mm outside diameter,
0.5mm  wall copper refrigeration tubing (an eBay
purchase), and the darts are copper cut from an old
soldering iron. Because the elements project into the fire,
I was afraid that silver-solder might melt, so the darts were
brazed. Brazing alloy melts at more than  800ºC  (Figure
16). The other end, remote from the fire, was silver-
soldered  (Figure 17).

embossed with rivet-heads was soft-soldered around the
copper tube. Surprisingly, the smokebox does not
become hot enough to melt soft solder. The hinged
smoke-box door has a seal of RTV silicone bearing on a
slightly raised ring around the aperture (Figure 18).

And so, fitted into its tinplate casing, and with the
smokebox attached, that is the boiler finished. Luckily, it
works. There are twin safety-valves as the prototype, a
filling plug under the lift-off dome, and a drain plug below.
The latter would have been quite useful. In fact it came
just above the crank-axle, and so is inaccessible and
useless.

In all, the boiler, casing and smokebox took about a
month to make. In building the rest of the locomotive,
many unforeseen problems were encountered, and it
wasn’t completed until many months later. Without much
useful advice and encouragement from the renowned
Rafe Shirley, I doubt that it would have been finished at all.
But it is finished, and it works.

Exhibition notes
The French O gauge association, Cercle du Zéro, asked
me to exhibit at Quai Zéro, part of a big Euromodels show
at Châtellerault. There were three halls, one of which was
devoted to trains, mainly O gauge.

Below are are two photos of my exhibit. The upper part
of my stand was a model of the train which took me to
school in High Wycombe 1955-59 – except that I kept it in
the original LNER livery, with (real) teak coaches, rather
than the 1950s grubby red. The front articulated pair were
built in 1960/61 when I was still at school. The loco body
was made from cocoa tins in 1963, but I couldn’t then
afford wheels and motor. It was finally finished in 2016.

The lower part of my exhibit was mainly live steam, my
completed ex-GCR A5 4-6-2 tank, built last year, and an
ex-GCR D11 4-4-0 under construction. They were the only
examples of live steam at the show. On the Sunday
afternoon I ran the A5 up and down a short length of track. 

16

17

Smokebox
On this locomotive, the smoke-box diameter is larger than
that of the boiler. The smokebox is a tube rolled from
copper sheet of the appropriate thickness and brazed at
the seam. The front rings were silver soldered to the
copper tube. It is a sliding fit on the raised portion of the
boiler barrel, sealed with high-temperature room-
temperature vulcanising (RTV) silicone, and retained by
the 14BA handrail knobs and 14BA screws top and bottom,

the upper one being hidden under the
snifter valve. A wrapper of tinplate

18
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FOLLOWING a trip a few years ago to the London
Transport Museum at Covent Garden and a walk around
this rather unusual locomotive, I was captivated by its
quirky appearance. I wasted little time afterwards seeking
some general arrangement drawings with a view to
possibly scratch-building this handsome machine. I tend
to make locomotives that are attractive to the eye and
whose appearance have come about by careful
consideration at their conception on the drawing board. As
an industrial designer, long since retired, I appreciate
aesthetics, fitness for purpose, proportion and purity of line.

One of my favourites which meets most of those criteria
is Patrick Stirling’s Single No 1, beauty personified, akin to
a thoroughbred racehorse when in motion and without a
dome, which contributes greatly to its elegance. It
epitomises ‘form follows function’ and all that stuff we

METROPOLITAN A CLASS
4-4-0 CONDENSING TANK

LOCOMOTIVE, No 23
were taught at design college way back in the ‘50s. Make
no mistake, I am not referring to styling here. However, the
Met 4-4-0T ranks about fifteenth in my top-twenty list of
significant steam locomotives, with all its workings happily
exposed on the outside, reflecting functional Victorian
engineering design.

Perhaps not a stunning beauty but one certainly fit for
purpose. Why is it quirky? Because of the no-nonsense
plumbing with its characteristic condensing pipes and
also the spacious open operating area for the crew,
fortuitously perfect in fine weather above ground level.
Next, the considerable distance between bogie and
driving wheels, the inclined cylinders with horizontal
crossheads and slidebars, all for perfectly functional
reasons, contributing to an unmistakable profile,
recognisable from a mile away.

John Tucker
Pictures by the 

author except where
noted
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Adding to my enthusiasm for this distinctive workhorse
was a black and white photograph that appeared on the
front cover of the February 2018 edition of  Guild News. The
caption read “Met 4-4-0T by John Harding of Twickenham
& District MRC, visits Addison Road.” I contacted John who

The actual loco as
preserved in the LPTB
Museum, Covent Garden

Loco drawing and
prepared components

The completed chassis

had bought the engine at an auction but did not know who
had built it. It is a superb example and certainly my own
attempt will never come close to that professional
standard. John sent me a colour version of the same
photograph and it looks even more magnificent lined out
in the fine crimson lake Metropolitan livery. 

Locating drawings for this specimen was not an easy
task. I found helpful information in books on my shelves
and after some time spent phoning several sources.
Eventually HMRS sent me one or two scale elevations, but
the best version had been mistreated in the past and was
virtually unreadable, as though the original had been
screwed up in a ball and thrown into a waste bin.

Some other person may have rescued it later, flattened
it out, possibly ironed it and photocopied it, but it had sadly
suffered so much. I must add the HMRS most kindly
pointed out that it would be very difficult to read and were
reluctant to send a copy for that reason. Nevertheless, I
looked forward to the challenge. However, because we all
have a fair knowledge of how locomotives work, each faint
indiscernible line did eventually make good sense, if I
ignored the multitude of inappropriate crease lines. I
always enjoy this part of the process, delving into every
detail. Also reducing or enlarging all such drawings to
7mm scale then paves the way to stage one; getting out
of the house to buy some brass sheet, angle and tube. 
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At the same time as compiling scale drawings and
gathering materials, the search for numerous prototype
photographs began. I remembered my copies of A History
of the Metropolitan Railway in three volumes by Bill
Simpson, somewhere in my reference library. These were
a huge help together with The London Underground
Surface Stock Planbook by Ian Huntley, plus a couple of
other publications bought at the Transport Museum Shop
during my original visit. The last locomotive I built, a GWR
large Prairie, which happened to be my first ever kit, was
supposed to be my last ever, having realised I had
reached 85 years of age. That also applied to the scratch-
built one before that. And the same to the one before that
too . . . and so on, back into the distant past. I should have
stopped six or seven years ago, as accuracy had
deteriorated noticeably over that period. Unashamedly
undeterred, I decided to try to put this one together as
best I could, as though in celebration of one final fling. A
farewell in effect to loco building. I wondered if I might just
be able to get away with it. Time will tell. I am not tempted
to describe in detail a blow-by-blow account of the loco’s
construction, so my sketches may go some way to explain
that instead.

I should add however that as the locomotive is a little
unconventional, the assembly of its parts needed special
attention; in particular, the securing of the condensing
pipes. Much of the appeal of scratch-building is designing
how the complete locomotive should fit together, or more
importantly how it should come apart, especially for the
painting process. In view of this, it will be seen that the

Sketch of the loco
components

Completed body and
chassis components

fitting of the condensing pipes presents a bit of a problem
as they straddle three large separate components: the
water tanks, smoke box and cylinders.

The solution for me was to secure them to the water
tanks and smoke box sides only and merely sit them
unattached upon the cylinder tops. To be able to take

apart the locomotive in the future enables maintenance
or modification, should they become necessary. Just two
or three strategically placed nuts and bolts well out of
sight achieves this.

Since the 1960s, I have scratch-built and modified over
thirty locomotives, so I really do not need more motive power. 
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It’s simply the joy, which never diminishes, of cutting brass,
shaping it, bending it, soldering it, filing it, painting it, lining
it and applying transfers which holds the appeal. Then to
run it for the first time and watch it respond to the
controller is always a magical moment. After running in the
motor, even more satisfying is to attach appropriate

vehicles, in this last case, a rake of Metropolitan coaches.
Then it’s time to relax and watch the train running
smoothly at a gentle scale speed around my layout, and
be transported gently back into yesteryear. This is the
reward for all those earlier challenges. My particular
prototype was built by Beyer Peacock & Co in 1866, but it
was withdrawn in 1948 having adopted a cab whilst
working on the Brill branch and the number L45 when it
passed into London Transport ownership. I had never seen
it in action, regrettably, when it was last wheeled out of
retirement, in a fully restored, externally cosmetic
condition (without a cab) as No.23 for display in the May
1963 Centenary Parade at Neasden.

No.23 can now accompany my London Transport ex-
GWR Pannier Tank No L95 and Metropolitan-Vickers
electric locomotive No 8, Sherlock Holmes, both scratch-
built, on the part of my Amersham, Rickmansworth,
Neasden and Baker Street layout.

The real thing in
operation.
The Railway Archive/
Wikipedia

Components ready for
assembly

Completed No.23 in
operation on my
layout, prior to lining
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Wagon sheets were
a common sight on

the prototype
railway. Perhaps less

well known to the
modeller is just how

to fold them.
Starting with a piece

of paper 150 x
100mm, a good

approximation to
scale size, Robert

explains the mystery.

Robert Davey
Pictures by the

author

1. Taking the material to be folded, place it on the work
surface. As it is more likely to be oblong, place the
shorter sides running left to right and the longer sides
away from you, as you would a piece of writing paper. I
used a paper serviette.

2. Fold it in half and in half again (left to right both times)
and press on the folds. When you open it out flat again,
the creases should divide the paper into quarters, along
its length. I have labelled the four quarters on each side,
to help you visualise how the folds go. (Photos 2 and 1)

3. With the paper flat, take the left edge and fold to the
right, to the three-quarters crease. (Photo 3)

4. Keeping hold of that left edge, fold it back to the left,
until it meets the new left edge. (Photo 4)

5. Now take the far right edge and fold it all the way
beyond the left edge, over the top of steps 3 and 4.
(Photo 5)

6. Keeping hold of that same edge, fold it back to the right
edge (Photo 6). You should now have a top layer that is
roughly one quarter the width it was. Some width is lost
to the folds and there are four other layers beneath it. 

7. Fold one short end to slightly over halfway. Crease
lightly. (Photo 7)

8. Fold the opposite short end over the top. Crease lightly.
(Photos 8 and 9)

9. Now roll it, from the end that was folded first, until you
reach the opposite end. (Photo 10)

10. The final step is to tie it, to prevent unrolling.

FOLDING WAGON SHEETS

1 2 3 4 5
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  Trade News Compiled by Bob Lawrence 

Chris-Draw, Devon, EX10
Email: chrisjdraw@gmail.com
Web: chris-draw.com
Chris-Draw produces small 3D printed parts and some scratch aid kits.
The Brakevan Lamp image is a 3D CAD image of a freelance lamp
designed to fit RTR locos and brakevans. They tell us design will be
improved as time permits. The price, for these is £1.25 each plus post
and packing.

There is also a SR Lamp Cut courtesy of Chris Harvey. Price on
application, so please contact Chris for further details.

Chris-Draw

The latest round up of new products in O gauge.

3D printed parts from Chris-Draw

Brass Hudswell Clarke from CSP Models

Unit 13 Carlisle Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, CA2 5BB
Tel: 01228-810767.
Email: cspmodels@outlook.com
Web: cspmodels.com
Several items sold out at Guildex in Stafford and restocking is taking
place. Their lead time for getting etches has increased, since one of the
major etching companies ceased trading. A review of current and
possible new models has taken place and it is hoped to be able to bring
another new model to the market early in the New Year. Rather than
disappoint members in case something goes wrong, it is being kept
under wraps for the moment. Several items are progressing but only
slowly due to pressure of other work.

The second test build of the C14 Drummond locomotive was on
display at Stafford and performed faultlessly over the weekend, running
backwards and forwards on a length of track. A third build is underway
to ensure the modified parts all go together. The kit will not be released
until they are certain that, if they can build it, then so can their
customers.

CSP Models

New additions to the Lost & Foundry Lost Wax Brass castings range
are GWR Bell for an Auto Coach (pair), L&F58. Priced at £4 including p&p.
Several other items have come back in stock so please check out their
website for current availability. If there is a detailing part not listed that
you require, then please send an e-mail with your requirements, and you
never know they may be able to help you! 

Dallee Electronics 246 W. Main Street, Leola, PA 17540 USA
Tel: +1 (717) 661-7041
Web: dallee.com
Automatic Reverse Loop Relay
This particular relay is for conventional two-rail AC and DCC operation
when utilizing twin coil point motors (PECO etc) when operating your
layout with AC power. Please do see their website for more and full
details including the 28 page wiring instructions for various applications
that can be downloaded.

Dallee Electronics

Automatic Reverse 
Loop Relay from Dallee Electronics

Gledrid Industrial Park Chirk Wrexham United Kingdom LL14 5DG
Tel: 01691 774455
Email: sales@dapol.co.uk
Web: dapol.co.uk
Dapol would like to announce some new products of which they would
like to show members some CAD photos of their products. Please be
aware that these are not the drawings that are going to be used but, are
all subject to change and alteration where and if necessary.
GWR Toad 20 ton Brakevan 
There are four proposed diagrams and liveries for these iconic brakevans
and the different versions and liveries are:
GWR Toad Brake Van Grey 56683 Diagram AA15 
GWR Toad Brake Van Grey 68684 Diagram AA15 
GWR Toad Brake Van Grey W17953 Diagram AA15 
GWR Toad Brake Van Grey Unnumbered Diagram AA15 
GWR Toad Brake Van Grey 114925 Diagram AA19 
GWR Toad Brake Van Grey W68673 Diagram AA20 
GWR Toad Brake Van Grey 17410 Diagram AA21 
GWR Toad Brake Van Bauxite W17445 Diagram AA21 
GWR Toad Brake Van Bauxite W17390 Diagram AA21 
GWR Toad Brake Van Bauxite Unnumbered Diagram AA21 
All models will feature the following basic details.
Die-cast compensated chassis. Finely profiled wheels and axles with
brass bearing pockets. Highly detailed injection moulded body. Full
interior detail. Many separately added fine details. Sprung metal buffers.
Sprung metal coupling hook and Instanter or screw link couplings where
appropriate. Expertly applied liveries. Vans are vacuum-fitted where
applicable.
Current proposed price is £94 each and due to arrive Winter 2023.

Dapol
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Toad Brake Van drawings from Dapol

MOGO and SR vans from Tower Models

12T GW MOGO
The MOGO had a 12-ton capacity and is fitted with end doors and wheel
bars to allow a motor car to be loaded and transported in a goods train,
hence its telegraph code 'MOGO'. The early MOGO vans had planked
bodies but were later constructed with ply body sides. 

12T SR Van
This is the standard Southern Railway goods van with a 10 foot
wheelbase and distinctive elliptical roof. About 1000 fitted vans were
built 1936-38 with even planked sides. The SR later built uneven-planked
versions as well as ply-sided vans later in their construction history.
Dapol will be making the even-planked version of these vans.
The Dapol O Gauge GW ‘MOGO’ & SR 12T Vans will all feature the
following:

Die-cast compensated chassis. Finely profiled wheels and axles with
brass bearing pockets. Highly detailed injection moulded body. Many
separately added fine details. Sprung metal buffers. Sprung metal
coupling hook and Instanter or screw link couplings where appropriate.
Expertly applied liveries. Vans are vacuum fitted.
The proposed model numbers and liveries will be below but may
change.
Great Western ‘MOGO' Grey 126342 and 126336
SR 12T Van Grey 48977 and BR (S) 12T Van 'PARTO' 549091
Price is currently at £51.40 and due Summer 2023

L&B Updates
O Gauge L&B Square Post Home Signal
The Dapol L&B signal will be the perfect accompaniment to go with the
Lionheart Trains Manning Wardle Tank Locomotives. They utilise the now
standard servo-actuated control box and an exquisite superstructure
that will look right at home on any L&B layout. Decorated samples shown
for illustration only. Finial will be painted white in production. As with the
N, OO and O Gauge servo-actuated signals, the L&B signal will have in
the box almost everything you need to set them up. All you need to do
is hook up an appropriate power supply. For the modeller who really
doesn't like soldering there is a 2m plug-and-play extension cable
available to help reach between the signal and your control centre. They
are due to arrive late Spring 2023 and the price is currently £60 each.

L&B O Gauge signals from Tower Models
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L&B locos from Dapol

J94 Austerity from Dapol 

A1/A1X Terrier from Dapol

L&B update
Dapol have now finalised the 10 different variants and liveries on their
L&B coach range. The range is as follows.
L&B Open 3rd Number 7 1901-1922
Southern Open 3rd Number 2466 1923-1935
L&B All 3rd Number 11 1901-1922
Southern All 3rd Number 2470 1923-1935
L&B Brake 3rd Number 16 1901-1922
Southern Brake 3rd Number4108 1923-1935
L&B Brake Composite Number 15 1901-1922
Southern Brake Composite Number 6993 1923-1935
L&B Open 3rd Number 8 1898-1901
L&B Brake 3rd Number 16 1898-1901

L&B coaches from Dapol

Dapol would like to show pictures of their L&B Locos as well. As they
said you would need them to pull their coaches.

(Austerity) J94 update
Dapol has received their first engineering prototype of this loco for
evaluation and would like you all to see it. All the 10 versions currently
planned will have a wealth of features built into the final product as
follows.
Firebox glow. Five-pole skew-wound motor with flywheel vertically
mounted in the firebox. Slide-in PCB accessed through the hinged
smokebox door. DCC Ready with 21-pin DCC decoder socket. Plunger
pick-ups from all six driving wheels. Diecast chassis, footplate and
coupling rods. Sprung centre driving wheel to improve electrical pick up.
One-piece diecast saddle tank. Diecast driving wheels with turned metal
plated tyres. Fully working inside motion, including connecting rods with
pistons and valve eccentrics. Sprung buffers and 3-link couplings. Two
cab and bunker variations. Full cab details. Cab roof removable, secured
by two magnets. Two separate chimney versions. Scale metal handrails.
Opening/posable cab doors.
Prices have been announced as follows: DCC Ready £250, DCC Fitted
£285 and DCC and Sound ready £380.

LB&SCR A1A/A1X Terrier
Another update on the upcoming versions of the ever popular Terrier.
There will now be nine different variants and as usual very high
specifications in the basic features all of which are shown below.
Proposed versions
A1X Number 32662 BR Black Late Crest
A1X Number B653 Southern Lined Green
A1A Number 55 Improved Green 'Stepney'
A1A Number 71 Improved Green 'Wapping'
Prices quoted will be, DCC Ready £232.88, DCC Fitted £263.93 and DCC
Sound Fitted - £400.00
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14/48/58XX from Dapol

GWR 14/48/58XX Loco
Dapol are currently awaiting decorated samples of this particular loco
for evaluation. It will come in nine different variants shown below, along
with the basic features which are synonymous with all Dapol locos.

Die-cast running plate. Fully balanced and compensated die-cast
chassis. Die-cast and profiled wheels. High level of separately applied
detail. Flickering fire light effect. Removable cab roof reveals exquisite
cab detailing and allows for effortless crew installations. Sprung metal
buffers and articulated screw coupling. Prototype-specific detailing
including early and late tool box, lamp iron positions and step styles.
Dapol’s proven motor and gearbox offering exceptional smooth
performance and slow running capabilities. DCC Ready, incorporating
the new Dapol Quick-fit DCC and speaker design.

Unnumbered versions of each livery will be available so that you can
model your local locomotive. The different liveries are listed below.
48XX GW Green 'Great Western' Number 4814

48XX GW Green 'GWR' Number 4869

48XX GW Green 'GWR' Unnumbered

14XX BR Black Early Crest Number 1413

14XX BR Black Early Crest Unnumbered

14XX BR Lined Green Early Crest Number 1472

14XX BR Lined Green Late Crest Number 1421

14XX BR Lined Green Late Crest Unnumbered

58XX BR Lined Black 'British Railways' Number 5816

Prices for these locos are being quoted as, DCC Ready £235.00, DCC
Fitted £265.00 and DCC Sound Fitted £414.00

B4 update
Dapol are also currently reviewing the painted samples of this loco which
will come in 6 different variants, and again a wealth of features built in to
all Dapol locos as shown.

Slide in PCB, with space for two sugar cube speakers and a 21-pin
decoder socket. Removable cab roof held in place with magnets to allow
easy crew insertion. Highly detailed cab interior with fire box glow. Highly
detailed body with many separately added parts. Five-pole skew-wound
motor driving the rear wheels. Fully compensated die-cast chassis to
give excellent running capabilities. All-wheel pick up.

Most derivatives covered, the tooling will allow for four cab types, two
different boilers, two forms of chimney as well as other prototypical
features such as water injectors and buffers. DCC Ready, DCC Fitted and
DCC Sound Fitted models available

LSWR 'NORMANDY' As preserved

LSWR 'CAEN' Brown Number 90

Southern Black Number 88

BR Black Early Crest Number 30089

BR Black Late Crest Number 30096

LSWR Lined Green Number 91

19 Briar Avenue, York, YO26 5BX
Email: info@ngtrains.com
Web: ngtrains.com
Narrow gauge body kit, Egyptian Delta Railways Bagnall 4-4-0. Early Bird
offer on web orders £95.

Shortly to be available is a new narrow gauge multimedia body kit for
an Egyptian Delta Railways Bagnall 4-4-0 designed to go on a Bachmann
0n30 4-4-0 chassis. The chassis isn’t a currently produced model but can
be picked up second hand. Inevitably, they were plentiful but 
announcing the kit seems to have tightened the supply of them.

This is a multimedia kit consisting of 3D printed main body parts with
laser cut glazing and floorboards and a lot of brass castings, wire and
fixings. The aim is to include jigs for bending the handrails (or pre bent
wires) and holding tools to aid painting. Alternative parts are included to
allow different locos to be built.

The first release will be the later short tank version, with the intention
to follow with the long tank version. There is an initial offer price for orders
placed via the web that they say they will honour in the face of rising
costs. This is valid until they start shipping, when their normal price will
commence. That price is TBC as they are waiting on prices and invoices
at present. Please keep checking their website for full details.

EDM Models

Delta Railways Bagnall 44-0 from EDM Kits

B4 updates from Dapol
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Unit 2, Toller Court, Shortbank Road, Skipton, Yorkshire, BD23 2HG
Tel: 01756 701451
Email: sales@ellisclarktrains.com
Web: ellisclarktrains.com
Following on from their highly successful Presflo bulk powder hoppers
which were released earlier this year and highly rated by reviewers, Ellis
Clark Trains are delighted to announce the next O gauge wagon projects.
Known as the Shark it is probably the best known and most iconic ballast
brakevan on the UK network. Over 200 were built to diagram 1/597, and
48 still survive in preservation. They were constructed with wooden
bodies, vacuum braking and a cosy cabin interior containing a stove,
seating and a small desk, as portrayed in our model.  The last one was
used on the main line until around 2016.  This model, like all of our
products, is completely UK designed and continues our commitment to
supply the modeller with what we consider to be the best products on
the market. The price is £120 each and the main features of the model
are:

Diecast frame, adjustable height ploughs (via hidden sprung screws),
fully detailed interior, fully sprung axle boxes, fully detailed underframe,
super detailed veranda ends, optional vacuum pipes, finely detailed

Ellis Clark Trains

Shark Ballast Brake Van from Ellis Clark Trains Shark Ballast Wagon from Ellis Clark Trains

injection moulded body, working screw link couplings, sprung metal
buffers, metal handrails.

Liveries will be in either Black, Olive green or Engineers Dutch
yellow/grey.

Secondly, the Shark wouldn't be complete without some suitable
ballast wagons. They are the Sealion and Seacow ballast hopper
wagons. With the last examples being retired at roughly the same time
as the Shark, the Sealion and Seacow ballast hoppers were once a
common sight on the main line. They have an ancestry stretching back
to a LSWR design first introduced in 1903. Like the Presflo and Shark, the
Seacow and Sealions boast a wealth of fine detail and high quality
design. The key difference between these wagons is that the Seacows
are air brake only, and the Sealions are both air and vacuum fitted as can
be seen and faithfully replicated within the model. Full features of the
model are:

Diecast frame, sprung axle boxes, full brake detailing, full complement
of finely detailed piping, full metal handrails, fully detailed hopper body,
sprung metal buffers, sprung Instanter couplings, brass etch walkway
covers covering two styles, liveries will be in, black, olive green,
engineers’ grey & yellow and EWS maroon and gold.

The price for the Seacows and Sealions is £150 each or £140 when
buying three or more.

We are also doing a bundle: buy of any five of Seacows or Sealions
with one Shark for £800.
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LNER coach parts from Floyd Kraemer

Coach bogies from Ellis Clark 
Trains

Ellis Clark would also like to let you
know about their range of coach
bogies produced in conjunction with
Darstaed. These are LNER bogies of
which there is currently three types
8ft, 8ft 6in and 8ft 6in heavy duty. All
these bogies feature:
• Roller Bearings on all axles
• Individually sprung axles
• Fully compensated bogie frames
• Electrical pickups on all wheels for

interior lighting
• Ready assembled
These bogies are priced at £55 per
pair available from Ellis Clark direct.

Tel: 07802 629726
Email: fk3dprints@gmail.com
Web: ebay.co.uk/usr/floyd_kraemer
FK3D are very excited to have expanded their range of LNER coach parts
with the addition of battery boxes for the 60ft Gresley stock. These come
in pre-1927, post-1927 and angle iron underframe variants. They have
also added some of the more unusual dynamo regulator boxes,
including for the 60ft corridor full brake.

Seating continues to be a popular ask and they have recently added
the GWR Super Saloon seating, 1st class 1928 Gresley Triplet seats and
some LNWR 12-wheeler dining seats.

As always, they are happy to create those hard to find seats. If anyone
has any specific requests please contact for full details.

Floyd Kraemer

Web: heljan.co.uk
Heljan announce a new batch of Class 45 Western Diesels in six different
liveries. These are expected around Q1/2 2023. There will be an option
of a pristine version, priced at £526, and a weathered version at £543.
The basic features for all are as follows:
Highly detailed model with separately fitted parts. Digital and sound
compatibility. Directional headlights and taillights and illuminated
headcodes. Twin five-pole motors with flywheels. Heavy diecast chassis.
Working rotating roof fans. All-wheel pickups and drive.

Heljan

Class 45 Western diesels from Heljan

New SR PMV/CCT van from Heljan

Heljan have also announced a revised version of their Class 45 'Peak'
locomotive in O gauge. Covering both 45/0s and 45/1s with sealed
beam marker lights, this new version also features a plug-and-play
decoder socket and improved lighting. We expect these to arrive during
Q3 2023. Again, the basic features are as follows:
Highly detailed model with separately fitted parts. New body variations
catered for. Updated - Digital and sound compatibility. Improved
directional and cab lighting features. Twin five-pole motors with
flywheels. Heavy diecast chassis. Space for a smoke unit. All-wheel
pickups and drive.
Prices are in the area of £535 for the pristine version or £552 for the
weathered version.

As well as the two locos, Heljan have announced a brand-new tooling
for the SR PMV/CCT van. Models will convey variants from Era 3 right
through to withdrawal in Era 8. They are expected to arrive around Q3
2023.
Basic features of the new tooling are as follows:
Even, uneven planking and plywood bodies. Highly detailed body and
underframes. A wide range of liveries covering over 80 years of revenue
earning service. Weathered options will also be available.
Prices for these vans at present are £249 for the pristine version and
£269 for the weathered versions.

David Peacock
Email: dkp5506@yahoo.com
Web: leedsstedmantrust.org
The Leeds Stedman Trust have a new supply of LMC standard tender
wheels ¹∕₁₆in (27mm) diameter now available. These are cast iron, rather
than zinc alloy and thus much superior. Priced at £8 each or £40 for a set

Leeds Stedman Trust
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of six. Axles (original LMC parts) 2.04in (52mm) long threaded 5BA are
also ex stock £2.40 each or £6.00 for three. 

See their website for new videos of the Trust’s historic LMC
locomotives and stock in operation. 

Michael Klingenhöfer, Körberstrasse 7, 50999 Köln, 
Deutschland
Tel: +49 (0)1577-4173268
Email: info@klingenhoefer.com
Web: klingenhoefer.com
Klingenhöfer Miniaturen would like to announce two new additions to
their range of people and animals. These are 0-TB02 Bear with fur and
0-TT03 Turkey, again both items are fully painted. The Bear retails at
€29.90 and the Turkey is €18.50. Please see their website for full
details.

Klingenhöfer Miniaturen

Fully painted bear and turkey new from Klingenhöfer Miniaturen.

Gledrid Industrial Park Chirk Wrexham United Kingdom LL14 5DG
Tel: 01691 774455
Web: dapol.co.uk
Email: sales@dapol.co.uk
Lionheart/Dapol announce that their 3MT is now under review for the
first engineering prototype. They have also sent a few pictures to whet
your appetite for this loco. As none of this type were ever preserved, the
82045 Steam Locomotive Trust are in the process of constructing a new
locomotive from the ground up, which is progressing well, and they have
been most helpful supplying photographs of these versatile engines to
Lionheart at Dapol.
The engineering features for the loco are as follows:
Diecast wheels which are tapered from the rim inwards on both sides as
per the prototype, with steel tyres, brake shoes in ABS plastic, five-pole
skew-wound precision motor, sprung centre driving wheel and pony
trucks, diecast pivoted coupling and connecting rods, plated then

Lionheart at Dapol

Prototype3MT from Dapol

New range of figures from PLM Cast-a-Ways

blackened. Fully working prototypical Walschaert’s valve gear, easily
removeable cab roof (for adding a crew) by means of small magnets.
Working cab doors, wire handrails with stanchions in metal, sprung metal
buffers and screw link couplings, full backhead detail with reversing
wheel in ABS and flickering firebox glow. 
Prices will be as follows:
DCC Ready £575, DCC Fitted £605 and DCC Sound fitted £685
Pre-orders are now being accepted at your preferred Lionheart/Dapol
stockist now.

12 New Street, Merry Hill, 
Wolverhampton, WV3 7NW
Tel: 01902 570810
Web: Invertrain.com/maker.php?maker=PLM
PLM Cast-a-Ways have introduced a new range of figures and scenic
items to their collection. These are in the Victorian and Edwardian range,
covering railway, civilian and military figures. The new range of 29 figures
start at £3 up to £13.80, which also includes a range of four coach
passengers bundles, again Victorian and Edwardian style. Also included
in the release are seven civilian/worker figures priced at £3 to £4.20.
There is also a small range of eight scenic items from £3 for two gate
post bollards to an industrial brick wall 267mm x 90mm x 10mm for
£19.80.

PLM Cast-a-Ways

16 Norbreck Close, Great Sankey, Warrington, Cheshire, WA5 2SX
Email: sankeyscenics@live.co.uk
Web: sankeyscenics.co.uk
7mm Scale Customised Diesel Depot Packs
Sankey Scenics is currently releasing customised TMD Signage packs
for 7mm scale. These come as two A5 part packs. The first sheet is
signage particularly relating to the company and name of the depot that
the modeller requires; the second sheet has general signage around the
depot environment. As well as the named signage, these packs include
a wide range of lineside signs, stop boards, bay numbers, health and
safety signs, CCTV signs as well as many other details.

The packs are customised with the name wanted and the modeller
can choose if they want to replace ‘Traction Maintenance Depot’ with
‘Traincare Depot’, ‘Stabling Point’, ‘Wagon Repair Facility’ or anything
similar. Packs are currently available for British Rail, Railfreight Sectors,
BR ScotRail, Network SouthEast, EWS and DB Schenke. These are keenly
priced for customised work at £8.95 (plus P&P). Additionally, the General

Sankey Scenics
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Cambrian Railways large cattle wagon from Taff Vale Models

Bachman Scenecraft fuel tank from Tower Models

TMD signage in 7mm scale from Sankey Scenics

LB&SCR wagon kit from Smallbrook Studio

20 Slade Close, Sully, Penarth, Wales, CF64 5UU
Tel: 02920 026122
Email: taffvalemodels@gmail.com
Web: taffvale.wales
Taff Vale Models have released a model of the Cambrian Railways large
cattle wagon. The kit comprises laser-cut timber components for the
body, etched brass running gear and roof and ready assembled 3D
printed sprung buffers with steel heads and 3D printed axle
boxes/spring units. Coupling hooks are also represented and coupling
links are supplied as well. As usual, paint, wheels and lettering required
to complete. This is now available to purchase on the website for £70.

They have a few Brecon & Merthyr Railway iron mink kits available.
This is an etched brass kit with ready-assembled 3D printed sprung
buffers with steel heads, 3D printed axle boxes/springs and again
includes coupling hooks and coupling links. Paint, wheels and lettering
required to complete.

The Taff Vale O3 kits will soon be packed and once pre-orders have
been fulfilled, they will be available to purchase on the website before
Christmas. They are also looking to produce another batch of ready to
run F C Hibberd Planet 4-wheel diesel shunters at £450 each for delivery
in Q1 2023. These can be DCC sound fitted at extra cost.  Please get in
touch if you would like one.

Taff Vale ModelsDepot Signage Pack is also available as a stand-alone item at £3.95 (plus
P&P). Further details can be found on their website.

Smallbrook House, Gunville West, 
Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 5LW
Tel: 01983 520584
Email: smallbrookstudio@gmail.com
Web: smallbrookstudio.co.uk
Smallbrook Studio announce their latest wagon kit this is an LB&SCR
single bolster. The 7mm finescale LBSCR single bolster is to SR diagram
1616 and they still survive on the IOW Steam Railway at Havenstreet. The
body is their usual vacuum-cast polyurethane resin, the wheels are
Dapol, as are the screw couplings supplied. The kit is complete except
for glue and paint and comes with clear instructions. The bolster is fixed,
as they have found from experience that swiveling bolsters on small
models are a nightmare and give the models a life of their own. The price
per kit is £35 which reflects the extra cost of the screw couplings.
Postage is £4 extra per order. Please see their website for full details.

Smallbrook Studio

Unit 2, Sapcote Trading Estate, 
374 High Road, London, NW10 2DH
Tel: 0208 451 6188
Email: sales@shesto.co.uk
Web: Shesto.co.uk
Shesto tools introduce masking putty. This is mouldable putty with
which you can easily mask areas before painting. It can be shaped to
follow curves and small details. It can be removed easily without
damaging surfaces or paintwork, it is ideal for airbrushing, it does not
stain and above all it is grease free.  The price is £13 for a resealable
tin.

Shesto Tools and Hobbies

44 Cookson Street, Blackpool, Lancashire, FY1 3ED
Tel: 01253 623797 or 623799
Fax: 01253 623797
E-mail: sales@tower-models.com
Web: tower-models.com

Bachman Scenecraft Fuel Tanks
Bachmann have recently announced in various scales a re-run of the
Diesel fuelling point, to complement the two new buildings. At the same
time there is also the introduction of an office block which complements
the mess room, which was released last year. The re-run of the Diesel
fueling point is back in stock now and the other three are expected in by
the time this copy of the Gazette is available. Only 150 of each are being
produced.  Tower Models price is £84.95 each. The fueling point pump
house Tower Models price is £33.95. And for the office block Tower
Models price is £77.20

Tower Models
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Dapol
3MT & J94 update
Both the 3MT and J94 announced in the last copy of the Gazette were
on display at the Guildex show in Stafford and it was good to have some
time to go over both samples.  They have to say that both were superb
and they are eagerly awaiting both for release in 2023.

Tower Models, Oxfordshire Wagons.
Following on from the successful series of four private owner wagons
that Tower Models produced last year, covering South Wales, the
Marches, the Home Counties and the Midlands, their latest series of
eight private owner wagons should now be available, covering the
Oxfordshire area.  The price of these is just £42.50 each and they are
based on the Dapol 9ft wheelbase Gloucester built wagons, with either
5 or 7 planks; and either side door or side-and-end door variants to suit
the various liveries.  These are all available mail order, through the shop
or at shows, the next of which will be the Guildford Group show on the
26th of November.  Shown here are the three different Stevens wagons
of Oxford, which have also been custom weathered to order.  The
custom weathering like this is an additional £25.00 per wagon.

Fueling point, fueling point pump house and office block from Tower Models

Dapol 48xx/14xx/58xx from Tower Models

Private owner wagons from Tower Models

48xx/14xx/58xx re-run
Dapol have announced a re-run of the 48xx/14xx/58xx, which should
become available in the first quarter of 2023. Two numbered examples
and one un-numbered example of the 48xx are being produced in Great
Western liveries; three numbered BR liveries and three un-numbered
examples of the 14xx and finally there is a BR black 58xx with the wording
“British Railways” numbered as 5816.  The Tower Models Price is £199.75
and £225.25 for the DCC fitted examples.  At this stage Dapol have only
announced the standard analogue and DCC chip fitted examples. The
plan is to offer a sound fitted version but they are awaiting confirmation
of the supply and cost of the sound chips from Zimo.  These have always
been a very popular loco and all liveries of both the 48xx and 14xx from
the previous production run sold out very quickly. 

Lynton and Barnstaple Semaphore Signal
Hopefully by the time this copy of the Gazette is released the three new
Dapol Southern semaphore signals should be available.  Following on
from this, Dapol have announced the production of a Lynton &
Barnstaple square post home semaphore signal, which should become
available late spring 2023.  This signal is being produced to complement
the narrow gauge Lynton and Barnstaple locomotive and coaches that
were on display at the Guildex show and should also be available next
year. The Tower Models price on both of the signals is £51.00 each.

Dapol Southern semaphore signals from Tower Models

New Dapol Vans
Following on from the LMS and GWR vans announced earlier in the year,
Dapol have now supplemented these with two new vans for release in
2023. First is the GWR/BR MOGO van and secondly the iconic SR
elliptical roof van.  So far just two Great Western liveries have been
announced for the MOGO and one SR and one BR livery for the SR
elliptical roof van.  The RRP for both of these is £51.40; Tower Models
price £43.69 each. Both of these are expected summer 2023 and Tower
Models are taking advance orders for these now.
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GWR MOGO and SR vans from Tower Models

New GWR/BR ‘Toad’ Brake Van
The O gauge market has been screaming out for someone to produce a
ready to run GWR/BR 4-wheel Toad Brake van and Dapol have delivered.
A total of three different diagram numbers are being produced in both
BR and Great Western liveries. Initially five GWR liveried examples and
five BR liveried examples have been announced but Tower Models are
in discussion already to do a few limited edition examples, which will be
announced in the New Year.  The RRP Tower Models price is £79.90 each
and they are already taking advance orders for these. The current
estimated release date for these is winter 2023.

Heljan.
Sadly Heljan have been forced into a price increase with the rising costs
that are beyond their control. Heljan have resisted a price increase as
long as possible as several other major manufacturers have already had
their price increases earlier in the year. This will mainly impact future
releases. On items Tower Models already have in stock the current
discounted prices will be maintained as they are; it is only when we
ourselves have to re-order the current models or on the new releases
that there will really be any effect.

Heljan split box Class 37/0 
Shown here is the very first colour layout image of the Heljan Class 37/0
for the Tower Models Limited Edition Dutch Transrail livery.  This all new
tooling Class 37 features the post 1970's cut away buffer beam cowlings
and split headcodes. Eight standard production models are being
produced and then two limited editions, firstly the Tower Models Dutch

Toad Brake Van coming soon from Tower Models

Transrail example and secondly the Gaugemaster BR Blue 37043 Loch
Lomond with the Scottie Dog motif and white body stripe.  The Tower
Models price is £551.65.

Heljan Class 52 ‘Westerns’
At the Guildex show Heljan announced a re-run of the Class 52 Western,
which is due for release in the first half of 2023. One un-numbered
example is being produced in BR Blue and then five numbered and
named examples. For the clean examples the Tower Models price is
£560.15. There is one factory weathered example for Western Rifleman
in BR blue livery, for which the Tower Models price is £570.15.  This is a
very limited re-run and the advance orders for both the Desert Sand and
Golden Ochre have been high.  Advance ordering is highly
recommended on these.

Limited Edition Transrail Class 37 from Tower Models

Class 52 rerun due in first half of 2023 from Tower Models

Refurbished Class 45 Peak from Tower Models

Limited edition Class 26 in BR Blue and Yellow from Tower Models

Heljan Class 45/0 and 45/1
At the same time, Heljan have announced the production of the later
refurbished Class 45/0 and 45/1. Fully revised and updated, the new
Class 45 Peak has sealed-beam nose ends. The models will be available
as steam heat Class 45/0 and electric heat Class 45/1 variants, the latter
with the option of high intensity headlights. For the clean examples the
Tower Models price is £568.65.  Two factory weathered blue examples
are being produced and the Tower Models price is £585.65. Hopefully
we should see decorated samples before the end of the year and
expected release date is in the second half of 2023.  Eight standard
liveries are being produced, for which Tower Models are taking advance
orders now for dispatch as soon as they become available.

Tower Models Limited Edition Class 26
Mid-November should see the release of the long awaited Class 26.
These include two examples featuring the popular Inverness headlights,
the factory standard example BR blue with the full yellow ends and is
un-numbered; whereas the Tower Models Limited Edition is in the same
livery but factory numbered as 26032 and features the yellow Highland
Stag logo.  The Tower Models price is £551.65 and these two Inverness
options are expected to be the most popular of the total of ten livery
options being produced.
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Heljan SR/PLV/PMV
Following on from the success of the CCT, which is due for release later
this year, Heljan have announced the production of the SR/PLV/PMV.
As the prototype was built across numerous batches with even planked
bodies and doors, uneven planked bodies and doors and plywood body
panels, the model is being designed to depict a wide range of variations
across the fleet. It will appeal to Southern and BR era modellers with a
time span reaching from the 1920s to the 2000s. Tower Models
producing a limited edition numbered example of the BR crimson PMV
to complement the un-numbered example of the PMV in this livery. For
the clean examples the Tower Models price is £211.65.  Two weathered
examples are also being produced and the Tower Models price is
£228.65 each. We hope to see the first test sample images late spring
2023 and expected release is towards the end of 2023 if everything goes
to plan. Check the Tower Models website for the latest details and
further updates on these newly announced items.

4 Shrewsbury Road, Cressage, 
Shrewsbury, SY5 6AA
Tel: 01952 510198
Email: walsworth.models@btinternet.com
Web: walsworthmodelservices.co.uk
Walsworth Models introduce a new 3D printed GWR wooden, outside-
framed van kit. (Built 1878) A kit of 3D printed parts, intended to be glued
together, to build a representation of this prototype, with the purchaser
needing to acquire wheels, buffers and couplings of their choice to
complete.

The kit retails at £25 plus post and packing to UK addresses and is
available from John Percival at Walsworth Models.

Walsworth Models

SR/BR PLV/PMV from Tower Models

3D printed GWR wooden outside frame van kit from Walsworth Models

Two new casting sets from Warren Shephard Foldable and transportable baseboards from White Rose Modelworks.

Heljan Class 20s
On display at Stafford show were test sample bodies of both the original
Class 20 and centre headcode Class 20.  Although actual production
liveries have not been confirmed at this stage, Heljan did confirm that
there will be a re-run of both body types in various liveries.  Heljan
indicated that the details for these will be finalised and a full
announcement made at Warley show in November including timeframe,
livery and cost..

Y Graig, Minffordd, Penrhyndeudraeth, LL48 6 HP
Tel: 01766 770739
Email: warren_shephard@btinternet.com
Web: warrenshephard.com
Warren Shephard has added two new sets of castings to his range, for
scratch builders and kit bashers alike. His first is a set of wagon J-
hangers and axleboxes priced at £14. There is also a set of loco injectors,
one pair of side overflow and a pair of inside injectors for £9.50.

Warren Shephard

Harold Cabourn, Unit 10, The Craft Yard, Aiskew, Bedale, DL8 1BZ
Tel: 01677 422444
Email: info@whiterosemodelworks.co.uk
Web: whiterosemodelworks.co.uk
Following on from their successful range of baseboards, White Rose
Modelworks introduce their foldable and transportable layout
baseboards in two sizes. The smaller one measures approximately 7ft
by 2ft 6in and the larger one approximately 10ft by 2ft 6in. Prices are
about £360 for the smaller one and around £560-580 for the larger one.
Also currently in the design pipeline is a cassette/carry case type of
system for layouts, whereby the whole rake can be housed in a cassette-
type case that can be used for transportation as well as shunting/fiddle
yard operations as well.

White Rose Modelworks
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Large foldable and transportable baseboard from White Rose Modelworks.

Laser-cut frames for windows and roof lights from York Modelmaking

Allen Doherty, 19 Douglas Road, Worsley, 
Greater Manchester, M28 2SR
Email: 7mmscale@worsleyyworks.co.uk
Web: worsleyworks.co.uk
New from Worsley Works is a body kit of the LNWR Corridor Brake Third
D68 42ft of 1893. This is the  right-handed version to the left-handed D69.
Not only does it come in 7mm but also in 2mm and 4mm as well. The kit
consists of the sides, ends, floor and roof. The price of the kit is £110 plus
the post and packing. Usually all kits are made to order. Please see their
website for full details.

Worsley Works

Unit 13, Bull Centre, Stockton-on-the-Forest, Yorkshire, YO32 9LE
Tel: 01904 400358
Email: laser@yorkmodelmaking.com
Web: yorkmodelrail.com
Since their last communication they have added a range of laser-cut roof
light windows to their online shop.

They are often asked for long strips of laser-cut frames to make
roof/northlight windows and canopy roofs etc. Everyone needs a
different arrangement so in designing this new collection they have used
three configurations for the spacing of the glazing bars: quarter width to
height (Q), half width to height (H) and two thirds width to height (T). 

The smallest depths of 10mm and 12mm are cut on a fret, with five
pieces approximately 100mm long per pack. The rest of the range, 15,
20, 25, 30 and 40mm deep, all have four pieces approximately 215mm
long per pack. The price per pack is between £9.00 and £15.50. As
standard they are laser-cut from white laserable plastic but as with all
our products they can change the dimensions or the material because
they are laser-cut from as required.

York Modelmaking
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Vibrant O Gauge Modelling

I recently received a copy of the Gazette. It is

a beautifully done, high quality publication! I

was surprised by the vibrant O scale activity

and culture in the UK. The quality of the work

being done is excellent.

Here in the USA, 2-rail O scale is a minority

The Editor welcomes readers' letters about
general aspects of the hobby and modelling
subjects. Comments relating to Guild
business or politics should be addressed to
the Editor of Guild News.

MailVan
your letters to the editor

scale. Of course, I model in 1/48th scale.
Most modellers work in HO (1/87th) or N
scale, ready to run, of course. I belong to a
model railroad club here in Arizona and I am
the only 2-rail modeller in the club. Lionel
3-rail has a few adherents, but as you are
well aware, Lionel tends to be semi-scale.
Lionel is well liked because it is ready-to-
run, and easy to wire. Childhood nostalgia
also seems to be involved!

I have always admired the level of detail
and attention to authenticity that seems to
be the standard in modelling in the UK.
Thank you for showing what is being done.
The magazine quality is excellent, and the
photos clear.

Although our locomotives and rolling
stock look different, the spirit of the hobby
remains the same, at least for me.

Thank you for your refreshing and
inspirational efforts.

Best Regards, Philip Lebow
Thank you for your kind and interesting
remarks. I could not agree more that we are

united in our love of model railways, whatever
standard we use. We are a worldwide
modelling scale, as some of our recent
features have shown. It is our contributors
who are at the heart of the Gazette, so I am
grateful every time a new contribution arrives
in my inbox.  All modelling articles, whether
finer scale or coarser, two rails or three,
standard gauge or otherwise, as long as they
are recognisably O, are welcome in the
Gazette.

Philip

Peacehaven signalling
It was a pleasure to see Tim Stubbs’s latest
well written article on Peacehaven, which
should clarify so many points about
signalling and believed by many to be a
‘black art’. However, I think that there are a
few areas where the uninitiated could be
misled:- Firstly, Tim omitted to mention that
trains on a single line may not enter a
passing loop simultaneously, one being

Continued on page 84
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held at the home signal until the other has
come to a stand in the loop, a mistake so
often made by layout operators.

Secondly, if a distant signal is at caution
when the train passes it, then all the stop
signals will be at danger, only being cleared
one by one up to the starter when the
signalman is satisfied that the driver has his
train under sufficient control to be able to
stop at the next signal. This is to avoid
misleading the driver into thinking that if the
home signal is off then the starter(s) will be
too, so instead of reducing speed they
accelerate with potentially serious
consequences. Of course, if ‘Line Clear’ has
been obtained between passing a distant at
caution and reaching the home signal, then
it is quite correct for all the signals to be
pulled off. An exception is where a distant
fixed at caution is installed although, since
this implies a speed restriction on entering
a passing loop or taking a speed restricted
turnout, again the home signal may still be
held at danger until the signalman is
satisfied that the train has entered the loop
or negotiated the branch turnout safely
whereupon all the subsequent signals
could be pulled off. If the entry to and exit
from a loop is straight or nearly so and ‘Line
Clear’ is obtained, then the home and

subsequent signals could be pulled off
before a train has reached the distant signal,
whether or not it is fixed at caution.

Thirdly, although Tim has shown separate
starter and section signals for passing loops
on single lines so that ‘station limits’ extends
beyond the loop convergence, on normal
double track plain line they are one and the
same signal and just called ‘the starter’.
Where separate signals are necessary, in
some parts of the country the section signal
is often referred to as the ‘advanced starting
signal’.

In modern colour light systems, often
associated with higher speed running,
flashing distant signals and approach
control achieve the same objectives.
I hope that Tim’s work results in more
convincing model signalling installations
and operation by helping those unfamiliar
with the basics.

Regards from Michael Holland

Kyle of Lochalsh branch
Further to the Ellis Clark Trains Presflo
Wagons review on page 18 of the August
Gazette I can add some detail regarding the
site that was on the Kyle of Lochalsh branch.
It was not oil rig construction but the
construction of a production platform; in fact
the largest object ever moved by mankind.

The details are in the Guinness book of
records. Twelve tugs towed it, on its side at
one mile an hour, from Loch Carron to the
North Sea, where the buoyancy chambers
came into play to make it upright. It was
taller that St Paul’s Cathedral and the Post
Office Tower.

I knew the chief engineer, Joseph
Sheridan FICE and he was always annoyed
when people referred to it as a rig. A rig is
used to drill holes in the seabed. There were
about 30 holes which were capped by ex-
Royal Navy divers who worked in the oil
industry. The client was the French
company TOTAL and the Contractor was
Howard Dorris.

The site was based at the Loch Carron
Hotel, which had been bought by the
Contractor. The reinforcement was bronze
as steel cannot be used in a marine
environment. When the reinforcement
arrived, they put liquid mud on it to hide the
fact that it was bronze to avoid it being
stolen. They finished work at 5pm and then
watched children’s television. Joe drove
home at weekends, which was a long way.

He was my boss at Bromley council in
South London after he was made redundant
following the completion of the project.
Sadly, he passed away some time ago.

Robert Fielding

From page 83

wwwwww..llggmmiinniiaattuurreess..ccoo..uukk
OOnnlliinnee SShhoopp -- mmoorree tthhaann 11220000 ccaassttiinnggss ++ kkiittss..

CCAATTAALLOOGGUUEE –– SSeenndd AA44 SSAAEE ++ LLaarrggee LLeetttteerr PPoossttaaggee ++ ££55..0000
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www.easybuildcoaches.co.uk 
For all enquiries contact: 

Shawn Kay “Trenarth” Victoria Rd., Camelford, Cornwall. PL32 9XE
07834 063966 Office hours

E-mail shawn_easybuild@btinternet.com

"EASY-BUILD" 
1st Class Coaches (2nd class too)

New Cartic 4 kit. Limited batch run.     
See website for further details and how to order. 
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For enquiries regarding advertising   

Contact Kelly Davis
Email: kelly@artytype.co.uk

Manning Wardle K class 0-6-0
DC £255 DCC £325 DCC Sound £405

E Class Peckett 0-4-0 
   DC only £255 

  
Class 14 DH 0-6-0

DC £305 DCC £360 DCC Sound 
£440

8750/57xx/Riveted tank 
Panniers 

6 liveries, Top feed and non 
Top feed options 

DC £265 DCC £335 DCC Sound £415

Kerr Stuart Victory 0-6-0 
DC £282 DCC £327 DCC Sound £428

GW Open A 5 plank wagons 
             All £46.00 each 

GW Wooden Minks 
Dia.V4,V12 or Late V12 

All £48.00 each

GW Gunpowder Vans
     All £42.00 each 

Ferrocrete Cement Van
   £47.50 each  last few 

Chrezo 140C 2-8-0 and tender £780 +£15 carriage

Minerva Model Railways 
Quality ready to Run 
      in 7mm scale 

Minerva Model Railways Ltd, PO Box 244, Penarth, 
CF64 9FJ Telephone: +44(0)2920 531246  

Web: www.minervamodelrailways.co.uk  
E-mail: sales@minervamodelrailways.co.uk 

Available 
Now!! 
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GLADIATOR MODEL KITS
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF LOCOMOTIVE AND ROLLING STOCK KITS

PRICE INCREASE

We regret to announce that 

following substantial rises in 

our input costs it is necessary to 

raise the prices of our kits and 

accessories.

New prices will be effective 

immediately after the Guildford 

Group Trade Show on 26 

November.

We currently have good stocks of 

most items. However, the closure 

of our principal supplier of etches 

may result in longer than usual lead 

times for restocking.

GL25 Rebuilt Patriot. Model built by Dave Hill and painted by Paul 
Moore.

We have an extensive range of Locomotive, Coach and Wagon kits available. 

Please contact Trisha and David Hill or see our website for details:

Phone: 01332 510346      Email: railwaycitytrains@btinternet.com      Website: www.gladiatormodels.com
10 Merion Grove, Littleover, DERBY DE23 4YR

GWR/BR Castle Class 44073~7034GWR/BR Castle Class 4073 7034
The Lee Marsh Model Company is very proud to announce that the production of our new precision RRTTR model of the
iconic GWR Castle Class (4073-7034) is now nearing completion. This will not only gladden the hearts of Great
WWeestern enthusiasts but will also appeal to the collector who really appreciates a major landmark in British steam
locomotive development. There are now a very limited number of these superb models left available for reservation,
so if you would like to own one then please contact us as soon as possible. 

AVAVAVTotal Price for reservation holders £3300 inc VAATT. Deposit £500 inc VAATT. Price post-production £3475inc VAATT. UK
shipping £20 by DHL. Overseas at cost. Limited stocks of the GWR PBV K14/15 are available. Check the website.

TToo keep up to date with this project, check the “Latest News” page on our website.

.leemarshmodelco.com      Lee Marsh Model Co, Unit 5, Lancasterwww House, 9 Moss Way, Dalgety Bay, KY1

e

11 9JS
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Saturday 26th November 10.00am to 4.00pm
The Spectrum Leisure Complex, Parkway, Guildford, GU1 1UP

Bring & Buy, large test track and club layouts

Extensive choice of hot drinks, meals and bar

A grandfamily day out with access to Scalextric, 
ten-pin bowling, swimming and ice rink, advanced 
booking is advised

See GOGG website for traders attending
www.gogg.co.uk

Entrance charge £5.00 per person or £7.50 per 
family

1000 free car parking spaces

Free bus service between Guildford mainline 
station( Guilford Park Avenue entrance)and venue 
perfect for Christmas shopping. See bus details 
and times on our website.

Trade Show Manager: 
christopherjcglover@msn.com

Future date for the diary: 
Winter Trade Show 2023 - 2nd December

For full details of all our products, please see our Website at 
www.invertrain.com 

Or send £4.00 for our latest illustrated Catalogue to:- 
33 Rose Gardens, Cairneyhill, Dunfermline, Fife, KY12 8QS 

Tel. 01383 880844 (Answer-phone available) 
Please make cheques payable to Invertrain Model Railways 

Model Railways
7mm O Gauge Specialist 

& 
Sole Supplier of Wayoh & Sparmac Coach Bogies

ASHBURTON COALING STAGE

7B04A. 5 part Resin Kit 

£15.00 (plus £4.00 p&p)
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Runs neat Humbrol Gloss Paint 
Std. pen (0.34mm)+guides .......... £61.50
Fine. pen (0.2mm)+guides .......... £66.50
Craftsman Kit (Std and fine heads) £90.00
Std. plus (0.5mm)+guides ........... £61.50
Craftsman plus (all 3 heads) ... £116.50
Cleaning syringe .................. £6.00
(U.K. P&P included)

The only lining pen designed 
and manufactured for lining 

models. Full advice & back-up 
service. S.A.E for leaflet.

MASTER LINING PEN
For that superb 
finishing touch.R. L. Moore Engineering  

The Old Forge,  
Stapleford,  

Melton Mowbray,  
Leics LE14 2SF 

TEL: 01572-787261

THE PERFECT FINISH FOR YOUR MODEL
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Bespoke and trade enquiries 
please call Nigel Julian on 

07971 741478 
or 

01332 781795 
email: nigel@airframed.co.uk

AirFramed 
Bespoke Glass Display Cases 

www.airframed.co.uk

O gauge loco & tender cases with mirrored or clear back wall. 
Prices start from £40. 

Bespoke sizes made to order. Prices on application.
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Phone 01768 88456 2pm till 8pm Mon to Fri 
Please send £2 and stamped addressed envelope for ‘0’ Gauge catalogue

Cast in stone for 
amazing realism

G.W.R  
Coaling Stage

Townstreet 6 Kirkhill, Blencarn, Nr Penrith, Cumbria CA10 1TZ

£115.00
plus £6.00 p&p
See our new extensive 
website detailing all our 

products.  
www.townstreetuk.co.uk

fiUeldMoffng ong oiittnniay ptilaicepS
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For enquiries regarding advertising   

Contact Kelly Davis
Email: kelly@artytype.co.uk

G.R.PENZER 0 GAUGE MODEL BUILDINGS &
CARRY/STORAGE CASES

Find examples of work, go to my website www.grpmodels.com for  
G. R. Penzer ‘0’ Gauge Model Buildings. Ask for Geoff Tel 01460 62772.  

Mob: 07576 190274. 24 Thorndun Park Drive, Chard, Somerset, TA20 1BS
Email geoffvil@gmail.com

Carry/storage cases with removeable shelves, 
stock held in place by Velcro strapping, wheels 

in grooves, any size case made. 
Price £95.00 + £13.00 p&p.   

Example.. holds max 8 mk3 coaches sliding 
door on either side, doors slide upwards. Height 

560mm, length inside 560mm, depth/width 
195mm, weight 12 lbs. Other sizes available.

Model Buildings. Professional builder of 0 Gauge model 
buildings for 24 years. Models can be made to order, just send 

drawings, photos, via email or post for an estimate.

Model Railway Parts 
manufactured by Peartree Engineering 

Buy direct from the manufacturer

Telephone: 01379 608000 
Mobile: 07949 667790 
Email: info@modelrailwayparts.com 
Website: www.ModelRailwayParts.com

UK P&P £4.50 per order 
Quantity discounts available. 

Cheques payable to M. J. Fisher

New manufacturing service for special size wheels and machined parts
Steel Plain Wheels - ‘O’ Gauge F/S 
(both sides insulated) 
2ft. 8in. Lomac Plain Disc                      £8.50/2 axles 
2ft. 10in. Plain Wagon                             £9.00/2 axles  
3ft. 1in. Plain Wagon                                 £8.50/2 axles 
3ft. 1in. 3 Hole Disc Wagon                    £9.00/2 axles  
3ft. 7in. Coach Wheels                             £8.50/2 axles 
3ft. 7in. Mansell Coach                          £12.00/2 axles 
3ft. 9in. Diesel Plain Disc                       £9.00/2 axles 
3ft. 1in. Disc Brake                                    £10.00/2 axles 
4ft. 2in. Tender Disc                                  £9.50/2 axles 
900mm. Plain Wagon                             £9.00/2 axles 
1 Metre Plain Wagon                                £9.00/2 axles 

Steel Loco Wheels - 'O' Gauge F/S 
(1 side insulated, 1 side threaded) 
2ft .8in. £5.00/axle 
3ft. 1in . £5.00/axle 
3ft. 3in. £5.00/axle 
3ft. 7in. £5.00/axle 
3ft. 9in. £5.00/axle 
3ft. 9in. Class 47 diesel £7.00/axle 
3ft. 9in. Class 24/25 diesel £8.50/axle 
4ft. 2in. Tender Disc £6.00/axle 
3ft. lin. EMU/DMU Disc Brake £6.00/axle 

Track Gauges 
Economy                     £7.50 
Double Adj.            £24.00 
3 Point Adj.             £14.00 
Back to Back            £6.00 

Scale 7 Wheels 
2ft. 8in. Lomac Plain Wagon               £8.50/2 axles 
3ft. 1in. 3 Hole Wagon                              £9.50/2 axles 
3ft. 1in. Plain Wagon                                 £9.00/2 axles 
3ft. 7in. Coach Wheels                             £9.50/2 axles 
3ft. 7in. Mansell Coach                            £11.00/2 axles 

'O' Gauge - Coarse Scale mm  
3ft. 1in. Plain Wagon Wheels               £9.00/2 axles 
3ft. 1in. 3 Hole Wagon                               £9.50/2 axles 
3ft. 7in. Plain Coach Wheels                 £9.50/2 axles 

Wheel Upgrades '0' Gauge F/S  
Skytrex                                 £4.00/ axles 
Hornby Tinplate                £4.50/ axle 
Darstaed/Ace                       £4.50/axle 

Track Setters (Straight & Curved)  

Straight                 £25.00 
5ft. Rad.                £29.00 
6ft. Rad.                £29.00 
7ft. Rad.                £29.00 
8ft. Rad.               £29.00 
40.5 in.                  £29.00 
Any Special Radius to order £45.00 each 

Bearing Upgrades  
Any Wagon or Coach wheels 
can be supplied with miniature ball 
races. 
1.5mm bore x 4mm o/d x 2mm wide. 

All wheels and axles are chemi black 
finish and include brass bearings

£5.60 per 4 bearings 
(for 2 axle packets)

Peartree Engineering, Peartree Farm, Bullock Hill, Pulham Market, Norfolk, IP21 4WZ. NOVEMBER 2022

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

WESTDALE COACHES
If you are interested in buying kits please 'phone 

me and arrange a meet at a convenient show.

84 NEW ROAD, MARLOW BOTTOM, MARLOW, BUCKS SL7 3NW
Tel: 01628 482493 Callers by appointment only 

info@westdalecoaches.co.uk

Or fully finished to your specification 
Fully Finished (transfer lined) ...................£2000.00 
Hand Lined .................................................+£300.00 
DCC available to order on R.T.R. POA.  
This price list supercedes any other. The Tower Collection Blackpool reserve the right to change prices. 
E+O,E 

www.towercollections.com 
Contact Ian: ian.atkinson@zen.co.uk - 07768833473

Ref Description Rec Retail Our Price Wheel Set 

TCB1 Class 02 Diesel Shunter Starter Kit £340.00 £250.00 Included 

TCB2 L.M.S. Streamlined Coronation £775.00 £595.00 £193.00 

TCB3 Andrew Barclay 0-4-0ST Starter Kit £340.00 £250.00 Included 

TCB4 L.M.S./B.R. Non Streamlined Duchess £775.00 £595.00 £193.00 

TCB5 L.M.S./B.R. De-Streamlined Duchess £775.00 £595.00 £193.00 

TCB6 L.M.S./B.R. Sir William Stanier F.R.S./ £775.00 £595.00  £193.00 

City of Salford  

TCB7 L.M.S./B.R. Black Five with Welded Tender £775.00 £595.00 £177.00 

TCB8 L.M.S./B.R. Black Five with Riveted Tender £775.00 £595.00 £177.00 

TCB9 B.R. Class 20 D8000-19/D8128-99/D8300-27  

English Version £620.00 £475.00 Included 

TCB10 B.R. Class 20 Scottish Version £620.00 £475.00 Included

TCB13 L.M.S./B.R. Stanier 2-8-0 with Welded Tender £775.00 £595.00 £183.00 

TCB14 L.M.S./B.R. Stanier 2-8-0 with Riveted Tender £775.00 £595.00 £183.00 

TCB16 L.M.S./B.R. De-Streamlined Duchess with £775.00 £595.00 £193.00 
Sloping Smokebox check availability

Ian Atkinson is proud to present 
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BOB PEARMAN 

BOOKS
Mostly new, some second-hand, some remaindered - search service. 
Advertised or reviewed! We’ve either got it or should be able to get it 

(subject to the publisher producing it) 
• Virtually any English language title in print on 

any subject as well as railways. 
Some titles discounted, some post free in UK, all orders £40 plus 

post free in UK 
Check out our web-site with secure ordering 

www.pearman-books.com
Most Cards (not Amex) - Paypal accepted 

If it’s not there e-mail or telephone 
BOB PEARMAN BOOKS, 8 FFOLKES PLACE 

RUNCTON HOLME, KING S LYNN, NORFOLK PE33 0AH 
Telephone: 01553 810673. E-mail: pearman.books@idnet.com

SM 1532 motor fitted 
with a 40:1 single 

reduction gearbox. 

SM 1532 motor fitted 
with a 50:1 double 
reduction gearbox. 

MT Canon 1833 motor fitted 
to 3-stage 40:1 helical 

gearbox (formerly marketed 
by Ron Chaplin) 

3c, Worple Road, Epsom, Surrey, KT18 5EW 
Mail order and shows only

MSC MOTORS AND GEARBOXES 
New SM Motor/Gearbox Unit 3/16" axle 
SM 1532 Unit with single reduction gearbox £50.00 
(25:1, 30:1 and 40:1 ratios available)  
Gearbox only £38.50  

NEW SM motor/double reduction gearbox units 3/16" axle  
SM 1532 Unit with double reduction gearbox £70.00 
25:1, 33:1 or 50:1 Ratios available  
Gearbox only £53.50 
SM 1532 motor only £16.50 

JH round motor and gearbox units - 3/16” axle 
JH Double reduction gearbox         Also available with 1/4” axle  
Unit with 25:1 or 33:1 Ratios £75.00  
Gearbox only £53.50 
Motor only: £30.00 

MT Canon 1833 motor and gearbox units - 3/16” axle 
3-stage unit with 30:1 or 40:1 Ratios £122.00 
2-stage unit with 22:1 or 30:1 Ratios £114.00 
2-stage unit for Diesels with 14:1 Ratio £104.00  

MT Canon 1833 units with 1/4" axle 1/4” axle 
2-stage unit with 30:1 Ratio £114.00 
2-stage unit for Diesels with 14:1 Ratio £114.00 

Flywheels (22 or 28.5mm)     £8.00 
(Please state motor type) 

UK postage and packing £4.00 per order 
All motors and gearboxes have a 12 month warranty.

Mail Order and Shows only

PL1/07/22MSC Models is part of Tolworth 0 Gauge Group

You can now order on line: mscmodels.co.uk or  
by email:  mscmodelsltd@gmail.com  

or call 01372 725986

Scale 
Signal 
Supply

SCALE SIGNAL SUPPLY

SPECIALISTS IN 7mm SIGNAL 
KITS, PARTS & ACCESSORIES

(All produced from original drawings) 

LYR, MR, LNWR, NER, GER, LBSC, GNR, LMS, LNER, GWR, SR, BR.
NEW telegraph pole arms - terminal type and ordinary. Actuators now in stock. 

Signal box type diagrams drawn for layouts. Hollow Lamps available for most 
companies, plus grain of rice/wheat bulbs. LNWR signal box kit. Facing point locks for 
all regions. Steven’s lever frame (working) 1"-1' scale, also Ground Signals available.  

All our signals have “lost wax” brass fittings. We can also supply scratch builders 
with parts and fittings for most signals.  P&P £2.00 – 3 items or more £2.50 UK. 

Airmail at cost. For catalogue/price list send £2 and C5 s.a.e.

135 Green Meadows, Westhoughton, 
Bolton, BL5 2BW

Tel: 01942 817350

All from:- GOG 6579: W. ASCOUGH 
7 RINGLEY PARK ROAD, REIGATE, SURREY. RH2 7BJ

Email: a4ace7@gmail.com

Also:- Y.5. Coffee Pot 0-4-0, P Class 0-6-0 priced @ £99.00  
Terrier A1 or A1X, C12. class 4-4-2T and J67/9 GER  
J.52 Class 0-6-0T, J.50 or J.51, R/R1 0-6-0,   
and N.L. Rly-Park 0-6-0, priced @ £119.99, D.1, D.3,  
LBSCR. E5., GNR. N.1 and GER N.7, GC C.13 
GC C.14 4-4-2T, NB C.15/C.16, Stroudley E.1, 
E.2 Class 0-6-0T (and Thomas), E.4 and T class LTSR 37
or 51 4-4-2T priced @ £139.95 GER.E.4 and J.15 H class 
0-4-4T, 0.2 or T.1 priced @ £179.99, J.88, J.93
LNER V.3 2-6-2T. LBSCR B.2 and B.4 4-4-0, River 2-6-4 
LBSCR J. 4-6-2T or C.2X 0-6-0 or I.3. 4-4-2T, River, 
GNR D.2 4-4-0 or J.1 0-6-0, J.3, J.4. and J.6 0-6-0, J.17
GER J.19 0-6-0, LSWR G.16 or H.16, GCR. J.10.,  
GNR K.2 2-6-0 Metropolitan ‘K’, LTS 79 Class, LBSCR. J
or L. 4-6-4T or K Class 2-6-0, NER D.20, NER A.6.
NBR D.30 Scott or D.34 Glen, Robinson A.5, Gresley A.8. 
S.R.W 2-6-4T, LNER B.12/3, Caledonian 944 or 492
D.49 Class Hunt/Shire, D.16/3 Claud or D.15/2, D.14
K.3 or K.4. 2-6-0. Maunsell L or L.1 4-4-0’, L.12 or S.11 
USA Tank 0-6-0 priced @ £199.99, Dunalastair 721, GNR 
Large or Small Atlantics, SR Q class 0-6-0, E class, 
LBSCR H.1 or H.2 Atlantics, Schools or L 4-4-0. GNR 0.2  
Class 2-8-0, or Stirling Single or Ivalt Q.1 SR U/N Class 2-
6-0 priced @ £189.99 also C.10 NBR Atlantic 4-4-2, 
Gresley V.4. 2-6-2, SR. Q.1- N.15 King Arthur, N.15X
Remembrance or S.15, H.15, B.17 4-6-0 Sandy, UnRebuilt 
Bullied priced £199.99. Lord Nelson or Paddlebox 4-6-0 
priced @ £249.00. LNER A.1./A.2./A.3. and A.4 Pacifics. 
B.17/5, V.2, Rebuilt – W/C/BB or W.1.4-6-4 P.2/2, Gresley 
‘Earl Marischal’, “Hush Hush” or P.2/3 priced @ 
£269.99. LMS Spinner @ £249.99. P.2/1 Cock o’ the North, 
S.R. Bullied Merchant Navy Class £289. 

Completed models for SALE, Robinson ex-ROD 2-8-0 No.3017 in GW 
price £785 I.O.W 02 No14 Fishbourne Bullied Green - price £695 NBR C.15
No.7460 4-4-2t price £545. Robinson G.C. A.5 in BR Livery - price £695 and 
A.8 4-6-2 tank, BR 69869 price £695. LMS (ex CR) 4-6-2T No.15351 - price 
£595. M&GN Tank 0-6-0 No 1 in Brown Livery - price £495. LSWR M.7 No.53 
from DJB kit Push-Pull fitted in Bullied Sunshine Green - price £695. P2
‘Cock o’ the North’ No. 2001 as original in LNER Livery priced £945. Southern 
(LBSC) 0-6-0 tender engine class C2X in black livery No.2547 price £595. 
B.17/5 East Anglian Streamlined 4-6-0 - price £1045.

Website: aceproducts.org

LB & SCR/SR K Class 2-6-0 price £189.00

Locomotive Kits

W.D Austerity 2-8-0 - price £325.00

Offers you a last chance to buy at present prices (see list Rh)
the ace Products range currently includes the following kits once marketed 

by sanspareil: lord nelson, Maunsell n and W class 2-6-4t. also popular, 
and once from Meteor Models are the southern Rly h class, 0.2 and t.1  

0-4-4 tanks, a Usa 0-6-0 and the lsWR 700 class 0-6-0, a GcR a.5, a GnR 
c.12, a GnsR D.40, a Midland 1P 0-4-4t, and Bullied W.c and Q.1s. More 
recently we have reintroduced some DJB engineering kits for the s.R. M.7  
0-4-4t, the Maunsell Q 0-6-0 and schools 4-4-0, and GWR 517. the Bullied 

W.c with kits for the wide or narrow cab locos, and rebuilt W.c loco. We also 
have kits for the M.O.D 0-6-0t (J.94) and W.D 2-8-0. Prices on website.

Photo engraved engine, 
body and chassis 
construction kits
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CRAFTSMAN BUILT TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FOR 
WHICH WE HAVE BEEN RENOWNED FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS

58 
YEARS

598-600 ATTERCLIFFE ROAD, SHEFFIELD S9 3QS
Pointwork, Special Pointwork,Technical or Quotes 01709 542951 MON-FRI ALL DAY, NOT ALWAYS MANNED

WEBSITE: 
marcway.co.uk 
+ marcway.net

SAE 
FULL 

LEAFLET

O Gauge Finescale Flexible Track

% 01709 542951 
FOR ALL POINTWORK 
ORDERS & ENQUIRIES 

MON - FRI

O GAUGE
O Gauge range:- 

Marcway O Gauge Pointwork
48” Radius Points  left or right hand  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£58.00 
60” Radius Points  left or right hand  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£58.00 
72” Radius Points  left or right hand  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£58.00 
90” Radius Points  left or right hand  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£60.00 
108” Radius Points  left or right hand  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£62.00 
Diamond Crossing  72”Rad.angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£82.00 
Diamond Crossing  108 ”Rad.Angle  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£84.00 
Diamond Crossing with one road curved for 72” angle . . . . . . . .£82.00 
72” Radius Double Junction Formation with curve flowing through diamond . . .£290.00
72” Radius Double Junction with straight diamond  . . . . . . . . .£290.00 
72” Radius Scissors Crossover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£365.00 
48” Radius Scissors Crossover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£365.00 
72” Radius Double Track Crossovers Facing (RH) or Trailing (LH)  . .£145.00 
48” Radius Double Track Crossovers Facing (RH) or Trailing (LH)  . .£145.00 
Double Slip Point  72” Radius Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£153.00 
Single Slip Point   72” Radius Angle  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£137.00 
Double Slip Point  108” Radius Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£155.00 
Single Slip Point   108” Radius Angle  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£139.00 
72”/48” Radius Curved Points Left or Right Hand  . . . . . . . . . . . .£83.00 
90”/60” Radius Curved Points Left or Right Hand  . . . . . . . . . . . .£86.00 
108”/72” Radius Curved Points Left or Right Hand  . . . . . . . . . . .£89.00 
72” Radius Y Point . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£58.00 
Catch Points Left or Right Hand  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£32.00 
72” Radius 3 Way Point  (Equal)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£135.00 
108” Radius 3 Way Point  (Equal)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£136.00 
72” Radius Offset 3 Way Point  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£137.00 
72”/48” Radius Tandem 3 Way Points Left or Right Hand  . . . . .£140.00 
108”/72” Radius Tandem 3 Way Points Left or Right Hand  . . . .£142.00 
NEW 9’/6’/5’ Curved Tandem Three Way Left or Right Hand  . . .£160.00 
 Curved Tandem 12’/9’/6’ Three Way Point Left or Right Hand  .£163.00 
4 Way Point 72” Radius Equal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£335.00 
Straight Track 1 Yard  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£30.00 
Curved Track 1 Yard to Radius required  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£33.00 
Half Track in 1 Yard pack including Spare Rail  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£28.00 
Layout Planner photoplans of 0 gauge range  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£12.95 
Introductory offer: 4 x 72”, 60” or 48” radius points  . . . . . . . . .£210.00 
FLEXIBLE Track 10 yard box Plastic Based Highly detailed . . . . .£75.00 
Bullhead Rail Joiners Nickel Silver Pack of 24  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.99 
Point Lever with Built in overspring Device  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£4.75 
Above does not only apply to new customers and can be ordered in multiples 

CUSTOM POINTWORK & JUNCTIONS 
Also FB, O Coarse Gauge 1, SM32, On3, HOn3, US, O, S, etc–contact 

Marc Weaver on 01709 542951 
ORDERS: Phone or by post on Credit or Debit Card 

TRACK MATERIALS
Full range of rails, sleeper 
strips, gauges, templates, 

point kits, cork sheet, 
parts and materials etc. 

See marcway.net or .co.uk

Our most extensive range of 
pointwork which are normally 

available ex stock. Handcrafted 
with code 125 bullhead nickel 

silver rail matching the Marcway 
Flexible track or Peco, C&L etc. 
Built as per all our ready to run 

pointwork ranges with live frogs, 
are self isolating and rail built 

throughout with no cast or moulded 
parts employed to give optimum 
running quality, appearance and 

durability. Suitable for outdoors as 
well as indoor use. 

Spray finished with just rail 
surfaces polished. In addition to the 

extensive range listed we can of 
course build any type of pointwork, 
crossing, junction etc as required. 
Phone Marc on 01709 542951 to 

discuss your requirements.

 SHOP OPEN 10.30am-4pm (closed Weds) % 0114 2449170 

CUSTOM POINTWORK 
Individual points, Formations, 
Junctions constructed to your 

requirements in O and other gauges 
to our usual high standards

% Marc on 01709 542951

Proportioned to capture trackwork of the  
British Steam Era. Very finely detailed  
moulding with correct 9’ sleepers.  
Accurate fine chair detail and  
code 125 bullhead  
nickel silver  
rail.

£75 
Box 10yds

carriage 

extra

NEW FISHPLATES 
£3.99/24

UNDER ONE 
OWNERSHIP

- -

UNIVERSAL RIVET TOOL 
For forming 2mm, 4mm, 7mm scale rivets in materials 
up to .020in thick. (3 anvils and 2 punches supplied). 
Knobs calibrated in divisions .05mm (.002in). This tool 
will produce rivets on an exact pitch required, in a 
straight line, at an angle or on a circular pitch. A rivet 
counter’s dream come true. 

Price £95.00. P&P £7.00 (UK)* 
Reviewed in MRJ 103

UNIVERSAL RIVET TOOL HEAVY DUTY 
                For 7mm Scale and Gauge 1            Price £165.00
            (check for availability)                       P&P £15.00 (UK)* 

10" MINI-ROLLER Price £70.00 P&P £7.00 (UK)* 
16" MINI-ROLLER & RAIL BENDER Price £60.00 P&P £7.00 (UK)* 
WHEEL PULLER FOR 4MM WHEELS
Self-adjusting for all sizes of 4mm wheels ......................................£12.00 each 

P&P: £1.50 with each order (UK). Overseas £4.50 unless otherwise stated* 

G. W. MODELS
11 CROSHAW CLOSE, LANCING, 

WEST SUSSEX, BN15 9LE.   TEL: (01903) 767231

Office hours 10.30am - 16.00pm Monday to Friday.  
Closed Saturday & Sunday. 

Telephone number is 01372 458604 
C & L Finescale Track Building Systems Ltd  

125 Reaver House, 12 East Street Epsom KT17 1HX 
Exhibitions in November Tolworth, South Hants, 

Warley and January Southampton 

www.clfinescale.co.uk

New 2 Bolt flexi track 
base Due November
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www.masterpiecemodels.co.uk
01737 242073 / 07484 617692
john.borkowski@masterpiecemodels.co.uk

Models

PICK UP A MODERN MASTERPIECE
FOLLOWING a huge eff ort over the past fi ve years involving scanning, 
measuring, tracing, checking and a programme of further refi nement, our 
7mm:1ft scale model of the class 52 Western is now available for delivery in a 
choice of 0 Gauge fi nescale or Scale 7.

Not only is this one of the best models ever produced by Masterpiece, but 
after looking around at model ‘Westerns’ in a variety of scales and gauges 
at recent exhibitions we are convinced that it is the best ever ready-to-
run model of a Class 52 ever produced in any scale. These ‘Westerns’ have 
a presence about them that simply can’t be captured in photographs. Apart 
from being HUGE, they have a weight, gravitas and realism that somehow is 
only possible with models built from sheet metal rather than plastic, resin or 
any moulded material.

A powerful, aerospace-quality coreless traction motor drives all six axles. 
Working fans, powered by separate motors, are fi tted, while cabs have 
switchable illumination, with fully-detailed cab interiors, sliding side windows 
and opening cab doors. The diesel engines, cooling radiators, steam heating 
boiler and engine room walkways are visible through the body grilles and the 
opening side windows.

Models in Golden Ochre and Desert Sand liveries have already sold-out, 
but there is good availability of all the other liveries - please see our 
website for current availability.

Masterpiece Models has been appointed as UK Distributor 
for German-built rolling roads by WELOE. Made from high 
quality stainless steel, they are available in 0 gauge, Scale 7, 
Gauge 1 as well as smaller scales. Priced at £150 - £185.

STOP PRESS: ROLLING ROADS!




